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Kony 2012 makes waves at JCU
Rita Rochford
Staff Reporter

On April 20, citizens from across the country (including many JCU students) are hitting
the streets to show their concern for the most
recent social issue trend that has taken Twitter
and Facebook by storm – Kony 2012.
In addition to a resounding cry for action on the social networks from millions
of people, many are also skeptical of the
motivations of this movement and are just as
actively voicing their criticism.
The story goes back several decades, but
social media has only recently exploded with
the issue.
Joseph Kony, a Ugandan warlord, is the
leader of the Lord’s Resistance Army–a
paramilitary group that opposes the Ugandan
government. He has been accused of grave
practices and a reliance on kidnapping and
brainwashing children to fill the ranks of
his resistance movement. However, while
these alleged acts have occurred for several
decades, it was not until the group Invisible
Children released a 30-minute YouTube video
early in March that he became infamous on
an international scale. Since the video was
posted two weeks ago, it has received over

83 million hits.
Sara Stashower, an instructor in the Tim
Russert Department of Communication and
Theatre Arts, said, “[This is] a great example
of a grassroots effort that has, well, spread
like wildfire.”
However, Stashower also questioned the
goal and timing.
She said, “There are questions as to why
now with this film, and whether a video can
bring the end to Kony. I did read that the Kony

kits (at $30 each) are sold out.”
The kits that Stashower refers to are designed to allow everyday citizens to advocate
for the cause by wearing Kony 2012 T-shirts
and posting posters and other information
around their schools or workplace. While
to many this is a worthy expenditure, others
censure Invisible Children for directing their
efforts towards social media users who may
not fully comprehend the situation or what
their donations are actually funding.

Further reproach of this video surrounds
the implication of the theory of the White
Man’s Burden, a concept in which Westerners
feel that they are the only people capable of
solving problems in Africa. Others suggest
that the simplified message conveyed in
“Kony 2012” obscures the truth of the situation. Critics explain that the reign of Joseph
Kony in Uganda has greatly diminished from
what it was years ago and that the plight described in the video is a misrepresentation of
his current role in Uganda. Also, this video
fails to identify Uganda as the largely peaceful country that it is, as much of the violence
has moved into other countries.
In fact, the country of Uganda itself has
responded to the launch of this video with
a push for more tourism. This landlocked
nation has released its own YouTube video
highlighting the benefits and acclaims to its
tourism sector in an attempt to control its
international image. In this video, Prime
Minister Amama Mbabazi encourages people
to visit Uganda and see the country and the
situation firsthand. Various Ugandans express frustrations over their voices not being
heard through “Kony 2012.” However, even

Please see KONY, p. 2

Damage costs in Murphy Health care discussions continue at
Hall hit new highs
JCU and other Catholic universities
Dan Cooney

Managing Editor

Vandalism in Murphy Hall has been a continuous
issue this school year, and the damages continue to add
up. According to Director of Residence Life Lisa Brown,
damages to the residence hall have totaled $12,021 from
the beginning of the school year to March 12.
The Carroll News originally published a story about
vandalism in residence halls, including Murphy, in its
Dec. 8 issue. Brown said the problems in Murphy have
continued since the story ran over three months ago.
“Since the initial story, there have been occurrences
of minor incidents of vandalism on a weekly basis [such
as] broken windows, soap and paper towel dispensers
torn down, ceiling tiles damaged [and] shower curtains
cut in half,” she said via email. “In addition to the minor
incidents, there have been five major incidents of vandalism in Murphy Hall.”
Brown said the five major incidents in Murphy include:
• On Friday, Feb. 17, the third floor experienced two
instances of vandalism. Fire extinguishers were set off,
and a bathroom was intentionally flooded.
• A first floor bathroom experienced flooding because
a toilet was broken off the wall, also on Feb. 17. In addiPlease see VANDALISM, p. 2
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The debate about contraception coverage in the
health insurance plans of JCU faculty appears to be at
a standstill. JCU President, the Rev. Robert Niehoff,
S.J., is working to address the letter sent to him by 47
faculty members on Feb. 14 asking him to reconsider the
current policy which does not cover contraception.
The policy in question, made by President Obama on
Feb. 10, made it so that religiously-affiliated employers
(like JCU) are not required to cover contraception, but
employees who want such coverage can request it and
receive it at no cost as a part of their insurance plan.
In a March 16 email to the campus community,
Niehoff said that while John Carroll will continue to be
a part of the overall conversation, “Our health benefits
have not changed at John Carroll—they remain the
same.” He has said that while most of the media attention has been centered on contraception, at the heart of
this national dialogue is religious liberty. Niehoff has
described Obama’s accommodation to respect religious
liberty as a step forward, but “not enough.”
The faculty’s letter to Niehoff addressed this as well.
“The American bishops have accused the Obama administration of attacking religious liberty in mandating
insurance coverage of contraception,” it read. “On the

contrary, we believe the insurance mandate is driven
by concern for women’s health.”
Despite his adamant position on the issue, Niehoff
continues to be very active in regards to it. He has been
working with the Association of Jesuit Colleges and
Universities (AJCU), the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities (ACCU) and Bishop Richard
Lennon in Cleveland.
In the email to the student body, he outlined
Obama’s accommodation and its significance to the
university and its faculty.
“There are many tensions surrounding this issue,”
Niehoff wrote, “I understand the strong feelings that
many have for this particular subject. Let me make
it clear that our University must be a place where
this issue — like any other — can be discussed in an
environment of mutual respect.”
Jonathan Smith, vice president and executive assistant to the president, has been working closely with
Niehoff since he received the letter. “The HSS mandate
has been under discussion at presidents’ meetings, both
the Catholic university presidents and the Jesuit school
presidents meetings in late January,” Smith said.
“This was a significant part of their discussions
then and in smaller meetings and private

Please see CONTRACEPTION, p. 3
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Campus
Briefs
Application deadline for
Digital Media Scholarship
The Center for Digital Media is offering a prize
for the best use of the center’s services to create
multimedia to support a presentation given during
the Celebration of Scholarship. This could include
audio, video, graphic design or website design that
enhances a lecture or poster presentation. Presenters can use equipment borrowed from the center or
use software at the center to create and edit their
media. Presenters will have the option to have their
presentations included in Carroll Collected, John
Carroll’s new online digital repository managed
by Grasselli Library. The deadline for submitting
an application to have a presentation reviewed is
Friday, March 23.
For more information about the prize including
judging criteria and an application to have your
presentation reviewed visit lib.jcu.edu.

Teaching While Trans:
Andrew Anastasia
“Teaching While Trans” with Andrew Anastasia on Thursday, March 22, 2012, will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Dolan Center for Science and
Technology, room A202-203.
Anastasia is a doctoral student in rhetoric
and composition studies and is concurrently
pursuing a master’s degree in social work at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. His lecture
will be about teaching while transgender. His
research interests include the psychodynamics of
education, group relations theory, queer, feminist,
and critical race theory and transgender studies.
When he is not teaching or reading, he plays
trumpet in the Milwaukee Molotov Marchers,
works with inner-city, homeless transgender
youth, and likes to sing karaoke.
The lecture sponsored by the Center for
Faculty Development, the Center for Student
Diversity & Inclusion and Allies.

Human trafficking
awareness and Stations of
the Cross
Human trafficking is a $32 billion per year
industry. Right now, 27 million people are estimated to be modern day slaves around the world.
To increase awareness about this issue, the Arrupe Scholars Program will be
hosting a presentation by Sister Ann Victory of the Humility of Mary on Sunday,
March 25 at 7:30 p.m. in St. Francis Chapel.
This will be followed by a candlelight vigil and
outdoor Stations of the Cross (weather permitting).
The evening will end with a 10 p.m. workshop service, pizza and a letter writing advocacy campaign.

The Carroll News

Murphy Hall sees severe vandalism,
residents’ wallets take a hit
From VANDALISM, p. 1
tion, a granite shower wall divider was
broken.
•On Saturday, Feb. 25, four fire extinguishers were set off on the first floor. Also
on that floor, a shower door was broken in
half and mirrors were broken. • On Saturday, Feb. 25, four fire extinguishers were
set off on the first floor. Also on that floor,
a shower door was broken in half and mirrors were broken.
• A shower in a bathroom on the third
floor was filled with trash and left running, which caused flooding on Sunday,
Feb. 26.
• On Friday, March 2, an exit door into
Murphy near the Student Health Center
was damaged.
Both incidents on Feb. 17 cost approximately $4,000, the March 2 vandalism
cost close to $3,275 and the Feb. 25 damage cost approximately $500, according to
Brown. The incident on Feb. 26 cost $150
in cleaning costs.
“Residence Life has been working in
cooperation with Campus Safety Services
to investigate any information available
about who may be responsible for the
damage. In some of the minor incidents of

damage [or] vandalism, some individuals
have come forward and taken responsibility,” Brown said. “CSS is continuing to
follow up with students as information
becomes available.”
Murphy senior resident assistant Nathan Kearns said students have started to
come forward with information.
“There are kids in the building that are
doing the right thing,” he said.
Kearns also told The Carroll News that
while the incidents this year have been
costly, he has seen a lot less vandalism in
Murphy than in previous years. He said
that, Murphy did not have any broken
windows until November, where that is
often a problem throughout the year.
Brown said she is frustrated by the
continuing vandalism.
“I know the damage and vandalism is
being done by a few individuals, yet their
actions are having a significant impact on
everyone in Murphy. I know the staff and
the majority of residents are disappointed
and frustrated as well,” she said. “I hope
there are individuals who are willing to
come forward and give us information, so
we are able to hold people accountable.”
Damages will be billed to either residents of the floor where the vandalism

took place or to all residents of Murphy if
culprits are not found, Brown said.
“In order to hold individuals accountable for their actions, we need the other
members of the community to be willing to
come forward and share information,” she
said. “I recognize this is difficult because
students don’t want to be seen as ‘telling’
on their friends. However, it is important
so everyone is not paying for the actions of
one person or a small group of people.”
The Office of Residence Life has informed Murphy residents of the vandalism
through floor meetings and emails, and had
additional security stationed in the residence hall this past weekend, Brown said. If
vandalism continues, security may become
a presence every weekend in Murphy.
According to Brown, most of the damage in Murphy throughout the year has
taken place on the first and third floors.
“I don’t think there is a particular reason
why these areas have seen more damage,”
she said.
If students wish to report any information, Brown said they can contact Murphy
area coordinator Pat Caruso, Campus
Safety Services or the anonymous tipline.
“We can only help stop this behavior if
we have information,” she said.

The Damage Report
• On Friday, Feb. 17, the third floor experienced two instances of vandalism.
Fire extinguishers were set off, and a bathroom was intentionally flooded.
• A first floor bathroom experienced flooding because a toilet was broken
off the wall, also on Feb. 17. In addition, a granite shower wall divider was
broken.
• On Saturday, Feb. 25, four fire extinguishers were set off on the first floor.
Also on that floor, a shower door was broken in half and mirrors were
broken.
• A shower in a bathroom on the third floor was filled with trash and left
running, which caused flooding on Sunday, Feb. 26.
• On Friday, March 2, an exit door into Murphy near the Student Health
Center was damaged.
From KONY, p. 1
with numerous Ugandan citizens and officials expressing dissatisfaction with the movement, others within the country have
come out in favor of this YouTube sensation.
Despite the criticisms of the video message and of Invisible
Children’s funding message as a whole, what still remains is a
situation that highlights the plight of children and draws at the
heartstrings of many distant observers. It also calls in the question how this man, who has become an instant villain on a world
scale, has remained free to continue his alleged brutalities for
over 30 years without being captured. Furthermore, many believe
this video served as a catalyst in the U.S. decision to send 100
advisors to Africa to work towards catching Kony.
Still others on a more local level wonder how they can do
more now that they are aware of this situation. Students on
JCU’s campus have decided to take action. Under the direction
of sophomore Alex Cavasini, a group of students have begun

gathering in an attempt to raise awareness for the cause while
also taking into account many of the criticisms levied against
the “Kony 2012” video.
Cavasini said, “[I] understand there is an incredible amount
of criticism behind the campaign as to where the money goes,
if the U.S. should be at all involved, and if our work is actually
helping the cause to find Joseph Kony. Regardless, I am a big
believer that every small step makes a big difference, and it’s
better to do something than nothing at all.”
To achieve this, Cavasini and others who share her passion,
seek to make a difference on campus as a recognized student
organization titled V.O.I.C.E. (Vocalizing for the Outcasts of
Invisible Citizens Everywhere). The Rev. Jim Collins, S.J. has
offered to serve as their advisor.
He said, “[I’m] impressed that Alex and [junior] Jillian Dunn
were so motivated to connect John Carroll students to this global
issue. They don’t want JCU to be indifferent, or passive on this,
or any issue of violence toward children.”

a

Campus Safety Log
March 17, 2012
A burglary was reported at 7:25 p.m.

March 17, 2012
An open container violation was reported at 8:36 a.m. off campus.

March 17, 2012
Drug paraphernalia was reported at 				
12:36 a.m.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information, contact x1615.
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Brockway Properties, LLC provides
housing for JCU students
Jeremy Himmelwright
The Carroll News

For many students, off-campus housing
is an exciting choice after their sophomore
year.
Finding the right place at the right price
that is professionally managed can be hard
to come by. Brockway Properties, LLC
has several features that make this process
easier. Furthermore, according to founder
and managing partner Michael Embrescia, it
is the only company in the area that caters almost exclusively to John Carroll students
Embrescia said he has been working to
sculpt the perfect environment for students’
off-campus living experience one property
at a time.
Over the past 13 years, Brockway Properties has grown from a single duplex on

Brockway Road in University Heights (after
which the company is named) to multiple
houses and triplexes.
“On some occasions, before we even
owned the houses, we took JCU students
to approve [the houses] before they rented
them,” said Embrescia.
Their relationship with the University is
growing. Brockway Properties’ creditability
and unique experience has helped develop
an internship program that includes marketing, financing and property management.
The company is currently working with the
University to determine the credit hours.
Brockway Properties has also developed an all-encompassing brochure. This
brochure was developed by JCU students
describing their exact budgets down to
food cost accumulated over the course of
a school year. The brochure is an insight

into students’ living expenses and can be a
great resource for any students and parents
who wish to develop a budget, according to
Embrescia.
Brockway Properties rented 80 percent
of their properties for the 2012-2013 school
year before Winter Break. However, due to
recent acquisitions this year, there are still
available units.
Since college students are their specialty,
Brockway Properties has developed a unique
referral program: they will compensate the
referrer $250 for each newly signed lease.
Junior Connor Marrero rented from
Brockway this year.
“[They are] very good [about] working
with us on rent payments. If we were late a
few days, like over Winter Break and summer, he was totally cool and lenient.”
Although he will not be renting from

Brockway again due to distance from the
University, he said, “We [my roommates
and I] would recommend Brockway to any
other students.”
According to Embrescia, there are many
choices for renting property off campus and
many questions students should consider,
like safety, accountability, expense and
parents’ involvement. Brockway Properties
goes beyond the safety codes, incorporating
monthly evaluations of their properties and
bi-annual city inspections. With regard to
accountability, renters can email, text or
call the full-time property manager and most
problems are handled within 24 hours.
Junior Brian Bogart is a first-year renter
from Brockway, and said, “[They were]
really good about fixing the door, and the
dryer [was] not working [but it was fixed]
in two or three days.”

More voices are heard as the contraception debate continues
“We feel that
reproductive rights are
inherently an absolutely
personal matter, and
that no organization
has the right to dictate
the level of access that
its employees have
to basic preventative
health measures.”
-Christopher Wetherill

President, College Democrats

From CONTRACEPTION, p. 1
conversations since then.”
Smith said the next steps that Niehoff
will take are “to continue the national conversations, follow the discussions of and
challenges related to the HHS Advanced
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, and follow
the legal challenges to various parts of the
health care act.”
While this particular issue directly affects
only JCU faculty and staff, student groups
have reacted to the debate as well. Christopher
Wetherill, JCU sophomore and president of
College Democrats, spoke on behalf of the
group. He said, “We feel that reproductive
rights are inherently an absolutely personal
matter, and that no organization has the
right to dictate the level of access that its
employees have to basic preventative health
measures.”

Wetherill and the College Democrats encourage the University to adopt a policy that
would cover contraception costs for faculty
members, but he also said, “We understand
the conflict that this might cause with the
teachings of the Catholic Church and feel
that the University has the right to first navigate this.”
Respect for Life, another student group
at JCU, holds a different perspective on the
issue.
The president of the group, sophomore
Brian Botti, said he and the other members
are on the side of the bishops.
“Essentially, contraceptives are not vital
to one’s health, so why force it into health
care when it violates the religious beliefs
of more that 68.5 million Americans?” said
Botti. “To mandate a religious institution that
is opposed to contraceptives to provide for
their employees the very contraceptives that
they are morally opposed to is an injustice.”

“To mandate a
religious institution
that is opposed to
contraceptives to
provide for their
employees the very
contraceptives that they
are morally opposed to
is an injustice.”
-Brian Botti

President, Respect for Life

Byrnes and Wirkus receive awards and accolades
Donna Byrnes has been working at JCU since 1978,
and has served as a residence hall director in six of the
eight residence halls. She also helped create the Office
of Student Activities. In 2004, she was appointed the associate dean of students.
Her dedication to the University was recently recognized at a meeting for the Jesuit Association of Student
Personnel Administrators, where they awarded her the
Ignatian Medal for Outstanding Achievement in Jesuit
Student Affairs Work.
The award will be presented to her at a special reception in her honor on Friday, March 23 at 1 p.m. in the
O’Dea Room of the Lombardo Student Center.

Donna Byrnes

On Tuesday, it was announced that Brenda Wirkus, a
professor in the philosophy department, will receive the
2012 Distinguished Faculty Award.
Wirkus has been working in the JCU philosophy department since 1987, and in 2010 was named the director for
the Master of Arts in Humanities program, which combines
courses from all departments in the school of liberal arts.
Each year, the award is given to a faculty member who
has exemplified a quality classroom performance and a
balanced contribution to scholarship, community service
and the spirit of Jesuit education.
It will be presented at the Commencement ceremony
on Friday, May 20.

Photo from jcu.edu

Brenda Wirkus.
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Campus Calendar : March 22 – March 28
22

Thursday

Backpacks
to Briefcases
etiquette dinner in
the Dolan Reading
Room at 5:30 p.m.

23

Friday

The Carroll Cinema
Society presents
“Puss in Boots” in
Donahue Auditorium
at 10 p.m.

24

Saturday

Carroll’s Carnival
in the IM Gym at
7-9 p.m.

25

Sunday

Mass in St. Francis
Chapel at 6 and 10
p.m.

26

Monday

Celebration of
Scholarship Poster
Presentations in
the Dolan Science
Center Atrium
6:30-8 p.m.

27

Tuesday

The 2012 Mitsui
Distinguished
Lecture will
be held at 6:30
p.m. in Donahue
Auditorium.

28

Wednesday

Eboo Patel
“Interfaith
Dialogues and Acts
of Faith” at
7 p.m. in Donahue
Auditorium.
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Entertainment
Calendar

Check out what’s happening in
Cleveland and campus this week!

3.22

Behind the Myths Tour

PlayhouseSquare
7:30 p.m.
$11.50

3.23

CSU Spring Dance Concert

Cleveland State
University
7:30 p.m.
$5

3.24

iPHONIC

620 Club
9 p.m.
$10

Arts & Life
Jason Segel and Mark Duplass chat with CN
www.jcunews.com

The Carroll News

The Carroll News interviewed stars of the film ‘Jeff Who Lives at Home’

Jason Segel and Mark Duplass open up
about their experiences on set and lives
in the entertainment industry. The duo
play brothers who lead very different
lives, yet end up needing each other as
controversy arises.
Carroll News: In a previous interview, Ed
Helms mentioned a lot of improvisation on
set. How do you know when you nail a scene
from an actor’s perspective?
Jason Segel: Sure. I don’t think you ever
really know – you know what? I hate when
I can tell an actor knows he’s nailed a scene.
It’s my least favorite thing to catch a little
glimpse of, when I’m watching a movie, to
see someone be a little bit proud of themselves
and you really can see it. And so I try not to
think about that too much.
CN: Can you tell me what it’s been like
working with your brother, Jay Duplass, on all
of the different films that you have? And was
this film any different for you two?
Mark Duplass: This is the largest budgeted film we had ever worked with before,
so you know you always feel a certain sense
of responsibility to make the movie good,
the more money people are putting into it.
But in terms of me and Jay and our working
relationship, our general feeling is that making
a movie is really hard and making an entertaining film is almost impossible.
All of us collectively just feel like there’s
strength in numbers by having two of us.
Whatever conflicts might arise between us
are quickly dwarfed by the Herculean task of
trying to make a feature film that doesn’t suck.
So we quickly get over the squabbles and try
to fight the good fight.
CN: How did you identify with the character of Jeff?
JS: I had a really unpleasant out-of-work
period from like 22 to 25 where I was just

Segel plays a slacker who finally finds purpose late in his life.
waiting around, as well. As opposed to Jeff
where he was waiting for a sign, I was like
waiting to be cast, which I guess now there is
a parallel to that because you’re considering
someone casting you as a sign that you’re worthy and all that. I was smoking a fair amount
of pot during that period as well.
I think I related back to this time where
you’re kind of bopping around and you have
a sense that your destiny is to do something.
Mine was to be an actor, but I was kind of
waiting for the world to present that opportunity to me.
CN: What was your favorite part about
working on this film?
MD: I got to shoot car chase scenes for the
first time. You know my brother and I have
made movies that are about relationships and
people and the interpersonal dynamics between them for a long time. And this movie,
I got to put a Porsche on the road and drive
it fast and shoot it with Jason Segel sticking
out of the sunroof. I think there was a lot of
different fun stuff that we were not normally
afforded in our previous films.
CN: Is there an interview question that

Photo from imdb.com

you’re always asked that you’re just sick of
answering?
JS: Yes. Mine doesn’t relate to this movie,
but it’s been for the past eight years is, who
is the mother?
CN: Because the movie takes place during
one day, what sort of challenges did you face
when it came to filming?
MD: I wish I could say there were tons
of challenges. You know the one obvious
one being that you know when you shoot a
movie over 30 days that takes over one in the
story, the skies and the backgrounds tend to
change a lot and you have to deal with those
logistical nightmares.
But to me the value in staying in that
inherent pacing of that day and also from
a practical level, the guys are in the same
wardrobe the whole time and we could shuffle
around scenes and change things around. It’s
actually a blessing to me to kind of keep the
story pretty finite in that way.
-Interview by Mitch Quataert

Cleveland Film Festival hits closer to home
Annual festival promises to be bigger than ever

Alex Egan
Staff Writer

3.25

MonsterPianos

E.J. Thomas Hall
3 p.m.
$10

3.26

Andrew W.K.

House of Blues
6 p.m.
$28

In 1977, Jonathan Forman’s love for film
prompted him to scrape together enough
cash to buy the fading Cedar Lee Theater.
He thought that maybe if he showed the right
films, he could make Cleveland Heights a
movie hotspot.
Step 1: Make an event out of it. By showing a mere eight films from seven countries
around the world during an eight-week period,
the Cleveland International Film Festival
was born.
Since then the festival has grown larger
and larger, pulling in bigger audiences each
year.
The festival has since condensed itself to
a week-and-a-half period, but has expanded
itself with a wide range of different types of
films from all across the globe.
At this year’s festival, which will be held
from March 22-April 1 at Tower City, there
are 318 films being shown from 60 countries,
ranging from documentary to short films to
feature length films.
The attendance rate is expected to climb
even higher than last year’s whopping 78,030
attendees.
Among the 318 marvelous films being
shown this year, there are three that are in
particularly high anticipation.
“Detropia,” a documentary style film about
the post-recession life in Detroit, is a “hopeful
wake up call for the rest of the country,” in

the words of filmmaker Heidi Ewing, as it acts
as a prime example of the struggles left over
from the recession. The film is particularly
relatable for many Clevelanders, as it is said
to show painful similarities with many of the
struggling neighborhoods of Cleveland.
“Bill W.,” another documentary-style film
about the Alcoholics Anonymous founder

Photo from alumni.hiram.edu

William Griffith Wilson, showcases Wilson’s
own struggles with alcoholism and his partnership with Dr. Bob Smith of Akron, where
the two created the program that is so effectual
in helping alcoholics cope with their disease.
While many Clevelanders are unknowing of
the fact that such a large support group was
founded so close to home, the film is sure to
be an inspiration to all of its viewers, let alone
the portion of the audience who is or knows
someone who is struggling.

Another empowering film of the festival, “Colour Me,” is a film about what it
means to be black in today’s world. Director Sherien Barsoum followed around high
school dropout turned motivational speaker
Anthony McLean around a predominantly
Black-Canadian, poorly academic performing high school in Ontario.
The film invites its audience to think
about where we all belong and how we
accept everyone. Barsoum said, “I hope
viewers are challenged to find their story in
“Colour Me” and that they walk away feeling empowered and challenged to reevaluate
how they think about race and ethnicity.”
With hundreds of films to choose from,
each of them fascinating and unique in it’s
own way, this year’s festival should be an
exciting week for film lovers all across
Cleveland.
And the Cleveland International Film
Festival has made getting the information
you need easier than ever. They’ve created an iPhone App which features a daily
newsletter, links to film trailers, film festival
locations, and of course, the schedule of films
throughout the week.
It also features late addition films, added
screenings, and a list of films on standby –
none of which are included in the printed
program guide.
This app is a fool-proof guide for the
Cleveland International Film Festival, making coming to the festival easier and more
enjoyable than it’s ever been.

Arts & Life
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‘Pippin’ comes alive at JCU
Spring musical also offers pay-what-you-want tickets on opening night

lyrics by Stephen Schwartz, “Pippin” was originally directed by Bob
Fosse and garnered 10 Tony Award
A handsome young man returns
nominations and won five in 1973.
from college and, despite his famPippin is the son of French emily’s considerable status, becomes
peror Charlemagne and as young
obsessed with determining his selfPippin searches for the meaning of
worth and purpose.
life through war, love and politics,
No, this isn’t the story of every
he realizes that it’s right in front
John Carroll male student; this is
of him.
the story of Pippin, which the Tim
The production is directed by
Russert Department of CommunicaKeith Nagy, a theater instructor in
tion and Theatre Arts and the JCU
the communications department.
Little Theatre Society will present
“Pippin can be anyone. He can be
the next two weekends in the Kulas
any John Carroll student or anyAuditorium.
one else in the audience; the play
Based on the book by Roger
has a universal message,” he said.
O. Hirson and featuring music and
“Traditionally
John Carroll
does a musical
only every other
year and when
making the selection this year
‘Pippin’ was the
obvious selection. Two years
ago I realized
the immense
amount of male
talent we had.
It seemed like
‘Pippin’ would
Photo by Brian Bayer
be a great fit”
Hancock, Devers and Simpson get theatrical.

Anna Barnes

The Carroll News

“I remember when
I was idealistic and
full of dreams and
hopes,” said Nagy,
“and the character of
Pippin speaks to me
in that way. I think
he speaks for all of
them This is another
one of those stories
full of intrigues, battles, love, and magic.
Please enjoy Pippin’s
Photo by Brian Bayer
musical journey and
please, do not stop The cast gives a spirited introduction at the beginning of the show.
dreaming.”
Senior Dan Simpson will be play- chance; it’s a great genre.”
cock who has been heavily involved
Pippin’s love interest, the mother with previous productions at John
ing the title role of Pippin searching
for some sort of meaning in his life. Catherine, is played by sophomore Carroll. As the emcee of the proNo matter what he does or tries, Emily Stolfer. Catherine is a widow duction Hancock said, “it’s my job
nothing can satisfy him. Simpson with a son who lives on her own. to keep the show going smoothly,
said that the most challenging part Pippin is just dropped into her hands I even directly address the audiof this process has been to keep his and she tries to pick him back up and ence.”
voice ready while in the rehearsal attempts to domesticate him.
The prince’s journey to enLike Pippin, Catherine changes lightenment is told through lively
process. “We’ve been rehearsing for
six nights a week, 7-10 p.m. It took during the story. Stolfer said, “The song and dance in the John Carroll
a while to get it all together, but it’s cast is just one big family, it’s been production of “Pippin,” in Kulas
so much fun. There’s no better way Theatre March 23, 24, 30, 31 at 7:30
definitely there,” he said.
Senior Brian Devers will be to bond than through theatre and p.m. and March 25 and April 1 at 2
playing Pippin’s privileged father, music.”
p.m. Worried about ticket prices?
Guiding Pippin through his Don’t be. Opening night is deemed
Charlemagne. This is Dever’s first
musical at John Carroll. “It’s been choices and the audience through as “Pay-what-you-can,” where a
a great opportunity,” he said, “be- the action is The Leading Player, donation is suggested of $2 with
cause I’m not sure I’ll get another portrayed by Junior Brendan Han- Carroll ID.

Andrew Bird puts new use to centuries-old instrumentation
Folk hero’s sixth album is a lengthy and rewarding listen

ALBUM REVIEW
“Break It Yourself

Ben DeVictor
Arts & Life Editor

Since leaving the band Bowl
of Fire, Andrew Bird has rode the
express train to success and hasn’t
looked back. Bird’s pop-folk anthems and eclectic instrumentation
have made him a hero to indie music
lovers everywhere
This trend doesn’t stop with his
sixth LP, titled “Break It Yourself.”
Despite the rather horrendous looking cover art, “Break It Yourself” is
a hypnotic gem, and is Bird’s best
effort since his 2007 masterpiece
“Armchair Apocrypha.”

The album as a whole
does not depart too much
from Bird’s signature
style, but it never has
sounded this good. Bird’s
combination of vocals,
guitar, violin, glockenspiel
and excellent whistling
adds new depth and soul to
his folk style. The sound is
old, but the style is fresh.
Bird begins the album
with the moody echoing
guitar plucking of “Desperation Breeds...” The
song is the perfect choice
for an opening track, providing both terrific lyrics
and enchanting instrumental sections. “We keep
breeding desperation,”
Bird sings, “in this era of
thieves, who keep stealing respiration from the tenderest of trees.”
It only gets better from there.
“Give It Away,” the catchy first
single, is one of the best songs on
the album. With its changing tempos

“Now where am I going to
get my cappuccinos and
Sarah McLachlan CDs?”

and beautiful vocal harmonies, it’s
sure to be a hit and a live favorite
in the future.
Throughout the album, Bird
succeeds at every little thing he
attempts to accomplish. Whether
it be a love song (The lullaby-like
“Sifters”) or an ode to life itself
(The cleverly named and lyrically
genius “Near Death Experience Experience”), Bird executes the songs
beautifully both instrumentally and
vocally without breaking a sweat.
There isn’t a moment in the album
where he stumbles.
“Break It Yourself” isn’t
short on the incredibly catchy
folk anthems that Bird is famous
for, either. “Eyeoneye” is arguably the best song on the album.
It features everything you could
want from an Andrew Bird song,
including epic guitar parts and
backup vocals, excellent whistling and an incredible building
climax. This and the toe-tapping
“Orpheo Looks Back” are just
Photos from: soulzmusik.com, list.uk
begging to be sung-along to.
“Break It Yourself”

Soundbites

“Community’s” Annie, lamenting the loss
of the community college coffee shop.

Pick-Up Line
of the Week

It’s especially impressive that
while the album is 14 tracks and
over an hour long, no songs seem
like unnecessary filler. Even the
shorter instrumental tracks have
standalone quality. Every song is
expertly written and performed by
Bird himself.
If anything detracts from the
album, it’s the fact that it’s not
revolutionary or completely new in
any way. But even that doesn’t stop
it from being nearly perfect in every
other way.
In the album’s eight-minute-long
closer “Hole in the Ocean Floor,”
Bird sings, “I woke with a start...
to hear all God’s creatures roaring
again.”
The album itself roars as well,
with the confidence and technical
excellence of a true veteran; a master of his field.
With “Break It Yourself,” Andrew Bird defines himself not only
as one of the greatest rock musicians
of his time, but one of the greatest
musical composers as well.

“I’ve got more Twitter
followers than you, man.’”
President Barack Obama at a press
conference, calling out comedian Aziz
Ansari, who was backstage.

“Let’s make like a fabric softener
and snuggle.”
Have a pick-up line you’d like to share with us? E-mail it to bdevictor12@jcu.edu.

We deliver till 2 a.m. 7 days a week!

The Tim Russert Department of
Communication & Theatre Arts
1St Annual Photo Contest
The purpose of the photo contest is to visually reflect a theme or idea that demonstrates the life of Tim Russert. Themes will vary
from year to year. The theme of this contest is taken from the first book he wrote, Big Russ & Me. Mr. Russert believed that there
was nothing as important as being a good father, a lesson he learned from his Father, Big Russ.

Theme: Fathers and Lessons of Life

Photos should either 1. Reflect the unique relationship of fathers with their children or 2. Reflect a life lesson taught to you by your father.

Entry Form and Submission:

PRIZES:

1.

ONE form must be submitted per photograph

First Place – Sony Alpha 35 and basic lens

2.

SUBMIT up to 3 different photographs

Second Place - Fuji Finepix S3300 26x optical zoom

3.

COMPLETE all questions on your form

4.

ATTACH a form to the back of each photograph

Third Place – Fuji T200 10x camera

5.

INCLUDE a jpeg file

6.

PLACE submission in a protective envelope and deliver
them to the Photo Contest Box in Communication
Department Office Room OC 47 by 3:00 pm March 30.

Honorable Mention- [3] Holga cameras
They are all digital cameras provided by Van’s Camera.
Van’s will also provide a lesson for the 3 award winners
so they know how to get the best out of their new		
cameras.

For Further Information Visit http://sites.jcu.edu/russert/pages/annual-photo-contest/

Zeppe’s
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Pizza
introduces

50% off

Pizza Night
every Monday
Pick Up ONLY
*Gluten Free Pizza Excluded
Limit 5 pizzas per perrson
Cedar Green Shopping Plaza
216 381 6500

Check Out
The Carroll
News
on the Web
Jcu

Ne
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The Easter
Bunny Now
Delivers
Dairy-Free, Gluten-Free
and Nut-Free Chocolates
Find them at

Chocolate Emporium
14486 Cedar Road
Located in the
Cedar Green Plaza

Stop in early to place your
orders
Closed April 6th – 15th
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Blue Streaks softball off to another impressive start
JCU begins the season 12-2, ready for another OAC crown

Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

Manning to the Broncos;
Now what for Tebow, Denver?
When Peyton Manning was
released from the Indianapolis
Colts on March 7 after 14 years of
service, he instantly became one
of the most, if not the most, sought
after and prized free agents in
National Football League history.
After much speculation and clamor
as to where Manning would wind
up next, it’s official: Peyton Manning is a member of the Denver
Broncos.
NFL teams and their fans are
now thinking “Now what?” The
largest domino piece of all has
fallen in free agency, and the
aftermath of Manning signing in
Denver will likely affect many
other teams in the league, both in
positive and negative ways.
First, what do the Broncos now
do with Tim Tebow? Reports have
already been confirmed that Denver will seek a trade for Tebow and
there are plenty of scenarios out
there that make sense for the former Florida Gator. You can expect
the Jacksonville Jaguars to be at the
very front of the line for Tebow,
as it’s no secret that they are in
need of a quarterback. Beyond
that, Jacksonville is in dire need
of a big name that will help sell
season tickets, jerseys, and other
merchandise. Less suspect teams
such as the Packers, Patriots, Jets
and Dolphins all are said to have
interest as well. My bet? Tebow
is traded to the Jaguars for Blaine
Gabbert. While Gabbert rides pine
in Denver and learns how to play
quarterback in the NFL under the
tutelage of Manning, Tebow will
return to his hometown in Jacksonville and his jersey sales will
skyrocket faster than Apollo 10.
Secondly, Pittsburgh Steelers
fans should be weary of the fact
that the Broncos have plans to go
after restricted free agent Mike
Wallace. Denver is willing to part
ways with their first round pick
in the 2012 Draft to acquire a top
flight target for Manning to throw
to. Also, the Broncos are expected
to sign former Colts tight end
Dallas Clark, although nothing is
official yet.
Manning is arguably the best
quarterback of our generation and
with his signing alone, the Broncos’ Super Bowl odds went from
70-1 to 10-1. That speaks volumes
about the type of player that Manning is and the impact he can have
on his team.
While all looks bright in the
future for the city of Denver and
Broncos fans everywhere, one
thing remains unseen: Can Peyton
Manning still perform at the level
we’re accustomed to seeing despite
numerous neck surgeries in the
last year?
Only time will tell.
Follow @ZachMentz on
Twitter or email him at
zmentz14@jcu.edu

Howard Regal
Staff Writer

The John Carroll University
softball team improved to 12-2
following a 3-1 weekend in consecutive doubleheaders against
Wittenberg University on Saturday
March 17 and Thomas More College on Sunday, March 18.
The Blue & Gold, who are coming off of an Ohio Athletic Conference regular season championship
last season, started the season off
valiantly on their Spring Break trip
to Orlando, Fla. The Blue Streaks
not only went 9-1 on the weeklong trip, but also outscored their
opponents by a whopping tally of
53-16.
John Carroll ace pitcher and
two-time Ohio Athletic Conference
pitcher of the year Brittany Danilov
had a fabulous National Training
Center Tournament Games in Orlando going 5-1 in 42 innings of
work. She struck out 52 hitters in
those 42 innings pitched and only
gave up two earned runs. Her efforts
over Spring Break earned her OAC
pitcher of the week honors.
Against Wittenberg on St. Patrick’s Day, the Blue & Gold took
game one against the Tigers by a
final score of 9-4, and then fell 6-3
in game two of the doubleheader.
In game one, junior catcher
Mackenzie Griffin hit a two-out
grand slam in the top of the second
inning that gave John Carroll a

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Dept.

Sophomore Samantha Becker has played a key role in helping
lead the Blue Streaks to an impressive 12-2 start.
4-0 lead. Griffin’s home run was
her first in 2012 and was her first
career collegiate grand slam. John
Carroll would then add two runs in
the fifth and three in the sixth inning that gave the Blue Streaks an
insurmountable 9-4 lead.
In game two, Wittenberg got the
best of the Blue & Gold with its
6-3 victory. Tigers sophomore third
baseman Kaitie Harrison hit two
two-run home runs, including one
in the bottom of the sixth inning that
climaxed a three-run rally that broke
a 3-3 tie. Freshman Tigers pitcher
Julia Williams stifled Blue Streak
hitters in game two by only giving
up two earned runs in a complete
game effort.

The Blue Streaks, looking to
put their second game loss to Wittenberg behind them from the day
before, took a 10-2 record into
Crestview Hills, Ky. last Sunday
when they took on the Thomas More
Saints in another doubleheader.
The Blue Streaks took two from
the Saints last Sunday by final
counts of 10-8 and 6-1, returning
home to University Heights with a
record of 12-2.
In game one, the Blue & Gold
overcame a five-run first inning
deficit thanks to a nine-run offensive explosion in the fifth frame.
The Blue Streaks would add an
insurance run in the seventh and
took a 10-8 lead into the bottom

of the seventh. Blue Streaks senior
pitcher Danilov then shut the door
on the Saints in the seventh with
a scoreless inning, giving her her
seventh victory of the season and
John Carroll’s 11th in 2012.
“We had better quality at-bats [in
this game],” said Griffin. “It was a
team win and we showed a lot of
heart coming back from the loss
[yesterday].”
More quality at-bats were to
come however for the Blue Streaks
in game two of the double-dip.
With the game tied up at one a
piece heading into the third inning,
the Blue & Gold scored three runs
along with two additional insurance
runs in the fourth. Sophomore shortstop Samantha Becker, senior third
baseman Erin Riccardi and senior
centerfielder Michelle Murphy each
contributed two RBIs in the contest
and went for a combined batting
average of .400.
Meanwhile, sophomore Trisha
Pike pitched seven solid innings
of one-run softball, improving her
2012 record to a perfect 5-0, and
additionally aided in giving the
Blue Streaks their 12th victory of
the season.
“We didn’t let the first inning
affect us,” said Pike, referring to the
one run the Blue Streaks allowed in
the first inning. “We came back with
confidence at the plate.”
John Carroll returns to the diamond today when they take on the
Battling Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan
University.

JCU club lacrosse picks up lopsided win over Akron
Blue Streaks dominate the Zips, win 19-5

Sean Hockensmith
Staff Writer

After a disappointing season
opening loss in Dayton in early
February, the Blue Streaks club
lacrosse team was back in action
on Friday, March 16 against Akron
in its first home game of the season.
JCU dominated the Zips from start
to finish, winning the game by a
final score of 19-5.
Last season, the Blue Streaks
went 8-8, 5-6 in their conference, a
drastic improvement from previous
years. Furthermore, the team has
high hopes to get into the conference
tournament this year. New to the
team are freshmen Nigel Bennett,
Dan Murray, David Brill, Matt Riley, Sam Braun, Kevin Werner, and
Chris Smith. Also joining the Blue
Streaks this season are sophomores
Matthew Burke and Mike Burgos,
juniors Casey Vogl, Dan Olson
and Brian Jaszka and senior Sam
Scala.
With ideal weather and a home
crowd to support them against the
Zips, the Blue Streaks came out hot
in the first quarter and built a commanding 8-0 lead.
Junior Chad Riley opened up
the scoring with a feed from fellow
attackman and junior Ryan Cox.
Cox, Jaszka, Brill, junior Tommy
Janowicz and junior Andy Seil all
contributed to the scoring of the

first quarter to help JCU build themselves an early lead over the Zips.
Going into the second quarter,
the Blue Streaks picked up right
where they left off as the scoring
frenzy continued with the wealth
well spread.
Riley (3 goals, 1 assist) and
Jaszka (2G, 2A) led the scoring as
both had four points on the day. Cox
and Brill both had two goals and one
assist while senior Kevin Barker (2
G), Janowicz (1 G), Seil (2 G) and
Scala ( 2 G) all contributed from the
midfield as well.
Burke and junior Aldo Narcisi
joined Bennett, Riley and Murray as
each individual player registered his
first career points as Blue Streaks.
Sophomore Mike Burgos started
the game in the cage with five saves
and only two goals allowed before
McLean sealed the deal in the second half with five saves and three
goals against as the Blue Streaks
wrapped up the 19-5 victory.
“Last year when we played them,
we let them back in [to the game],”
said head coach Bill Schmoldt,
referring to the Blue Streaks’ 14-13
win over Akron last season. “This
year we stayed focused and controlled the game.”
Akron did respond at times and
still put five goals on the board,
but the Blue Streaks stood strong
and took the 19-5 win to open up
their four game homestand, which
includes two important confer-

Photo courtesy of JCU Club Lacrosse

The Blue Streaks came ready to play in their 2012 home opener,
defeating the rival Akron Zips in impressive fashion on Friday.
ence games. Despite only having
played two games thus far, this Blue
Streaks team looks like one that is
primed to turn the corner and make
some noise this season.
“On the overall effort, I thought
the team did a good job of not letting
up. We had some lapses we need to
clean up, but learning to compete all
the way through was a good step,”
said Schmoldt.
The Blue Streaks had a lot of

positives to take out of the game,
and hope to use the momentum
gained from the win in their next
game this Wednesday, March 21,
against conference rival Carnegie
Mellon University at Don Shula
Stadium. From there, the Blue
Streaks will round out their current four-game home stretch with
games against Northwood College
on March 24 and Walsh University
on March 28.
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Men’s, women’s track and field teams compete at 49er Classic
Both teams excel at first outdoor meet of the season

Spencer German
Staff Writer

While John Carroll students enjoyed abnormally nice weather here in Cleveland this
past weekend, both the men’s and women’s
track and field team went to work in a paradise
of their own.
The teams traveled to Charlotte for the
annual 49er Classic meet at the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte, where they were
greeted with 80 degree weather to start off
their season. The meet itself was a three-day
unscored event that featured over 35 teams,
including Division I schools such as the University of Pittsburgh, Clemson University
and NC State University. JCU showed up
ready to start a new outdoor season out on
the right foot.
On the men’s side of competition, it was
junior Mike Minjock who was perhaps the
biggest story of the weekend. One week after
being named John Carroll University’s first indoor track and field All-American since 1998,
Minjock came out and jumped a spectacular
7.25 meters in the long jump, breaking the
school record which he previously had set
at 7.23 meters. That mark helped him earn
second place honors in the event, and was
also the best Division III mark in outdoor
competition this year.

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Dept.

Junior Nick Wojtasik competed this past weekend at the 49er Classic held at the
University of North Carolina-Charlotte.

Minjock was also part of JCU’s 4x100
meter relay team that placed 10th overall
on the weekend, which included junior Bill
Zaccardelli, freshman Nick D’Amico and
freshman Nick Williams. Together they ran
a time of 43.70.
Sophomore Corey Biro also had a big
weekend himself as he participated in his first
decathlon, and finished seventh overall in the
event out of 18 competitors.

The women’s team saw similar success in
their 49er Classic. Freshman Emily Mapes
came ready to go in her first ever intercollegiate, outdoor meet, as she placed second
overall in the 3,000-meter steeplechase,
running a time of 11:39.55. Joining her was
teammate sophomore Caroline Kapela who
finished sixth overall in the event clocking
in at 12:28.77.
In the field, it was freshman Danielle

on the host Walsh Cavaliers. Looking for their
third consecutive win, the Blue Streaks were
out of luck against the Cavaliers and couldn’t
come up with more than a single win, losing
the match by a score of 8-1.
Senior Michael Hulseman and freshman
Peter Scanniello picked up the lone win
for the Blue Streaks with a victory in their
doubles match. From there, Walsh took the
cake as they went on to win the match by an
impressive margin.
Looking to rebound the following day
against Oberlin, the Blue Streaks again
struggled to find any rhythm on the court.
Sophomore Sean Graham was nearly the
lone point-scorer for JCU against the Yeomen, picking up a win in his singles match
after pairing with junior Ryan Mullaney and
picking up an 8-5 win in their doubles match.

Those would be the only wins of the day for
JCU as Oberlin won the match, 7-2.
“We were missing one of our better players, and [Oberlin] is just a very solid team
throughout their lineup,” said Graham. “We’ll
work to improve upon our game as a team.”
The Blue Streaks will compete next this
Saturday, March 24 at home against the Ohio
Northern University Polar Bears.

Sample that shined as she was able to grab
the 12th spot in the triple jump for the girls,
clearing 10.48 meters.
“I’d say [the 49er Classic is] everyone’s
first gage as to where they are to begin
outdoor. It really sets the tone for the rest
of our season,” said junior John Jackson, a
mid-distance runner on the team. Jackson
ran the 800 and the 1500 this past weekend
and felt good about his performance to start
off the season.
Head coach Dara Ford was pleased with
both teams’ effort over the weekend, and looks
forward to the road ahead.
“Both teams finished seventh in the indoor
conference meet, so we’re trying to do better
than that in outdoor. We want to keep improving, so far the weather has been great, and
we’re going to try to capitalize on that.”
The trip was a success off the track as well
as the team was really able to grow and build
some camaraderie. “We spend 8-10 hours on
the bus both ways for travel time, and spending a few days in the hotel together, we really
get to know one another, and then being at
the track everyday cheering each other on. It
all really boosts up the morale of the team,”
said Jackson.
Next up the team will take their talents to
Wheeling, W.Va., to compete in the Wheeling
Jesuit Invite, before coming home to host their
first home meet in over 10 years.

JCU tennis teams struggle on the road, can’t pick up wins over Oberlin
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

Men’s tennis
It was a long trip on the road for the John
Carroll University men’s tennis team this
past weekend. After defeating the Wilmington College of Ohio Quakers by a dominating score of 9-0 in their first home match
of the season, the Blue Streaks took to the
road this past weekend to take on both the
Walsh University Cavaliers and the Oberlin
College Yeomen. Unfortunately, the Blue
Streaks couldn’t pick up a win against either
opponent as they lost both matches by scores
of 8-1 and 7-2, respectively.
On the road in North Canton on Friday,
March 16, the Blue Streaks were set to take

Women’s tennis
The John Carroll University women’s tennis team also took to the road this past weekend as they traveled to Oberlin on Saturday,
March 17 to take on the host Yeowomen in
their final non-conference match of the season. Despite playing on St. Patrick’s Day, the

Blue Streaks couldn’t find any extra luck as
they fell to Oberlin by a score of 8-1.
Competing against the No. 11 ranked
team in the Intercollegiate Tennis Association
polls, the Blue Streaks knew that they would
have to bring their “A” game against the
Yeowomen. Unfortunately, the Blue Streaks
were overmatched as the duo of seniors Maria
Ciccolini and Cassie Simmelink was the only
point scoring effort of the day for JCU, as the
two picked up a win in their doubles match.
Besides the win there, the Yeowomen took
control of the match, winning 8-1 and giving
the Blue Streaks just their second loss of the
season as they fall to 5-2 overall.
The team will compete next this Saturday,
March 24 at home against the Ohio Northern
University Polar Bears in their first home
match of the season.

Streaks of the Week

Softball
Mackenzie Griffin
junior
The junior catcher belted a
grand slam against Wittenberg
to help lead the Blue Streaks
to a 9-4 win last week and has
played a crucial role in helping
lead JCU to a 12-2 start this
season.

Lacrosse
Andy Seil
junior
The Rochester, N.Y. native
came up big with two goals this
past weekend as he helped lead
the Blue Streaks to a dominating 19-5 win over the Akron
Zips on Friday, Mar. 16 in
JCU’s home opener.

Tennis

Track & Field

Track & Field

Sean Graham
sophomore

Emily Mapes
freshman

Mike Minjock
junior

Graham was responsible for
both of the Blue Streaks’ points
in their 7-2 loss against Oberlin
on Saturday. The sophomore
won his singles match before
picking up a win in doubles
with junior Ryan Mullaney.

Competing in her first ever
intercollegiate outdoor meet,
the freshman finished in second place in the 3,000-meter steeplechase, recording
an impressive finish time of
11:39.55.

Minjock broke the JCU
school record in the long jump
event this past weekend at the
49er Classic in Charlotte, N.C
by securing a distance of 7.25
meters, breaking the old record
of 7.23 meters.
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wanted in a nominee.
He won among voters who
said they were somewhat conservative or moderate, while
Santorum prevailed among
those who said they were “very
conservative.”
While pre-primary polls
taken several days ago in Illinois suggested a close race,
Romney and Restore Our
Future, a super PAC that backs
him, unleashed a barrage of
campaign ads to erode Santorum’s standing. One ad accused the former Pennsylvania
senator of changing his principles while serving in Congress,
while two others criticized him
for voting to raise the debt
limit, raise his own pay as a
From politico.com
lawmaker and side with former
Presidential hopeful Mitt Romney and his wife, Ann, wave to supporters after winning the Illinois
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
primary Tuesday night.
to support legislation allowing
populate. We’re very happy about that and felons the right to vote.
The Associated Press
we’re happy about the delegates we’re going
In all, Romney and Restore Our Future
to get, too.”
outspent Santorum and a super PAC that
“Saddle up, like (Ronald) Reagan did in the backs him by $3.5 million to $500,000, an
Mitt Romney took a major stride toward
the Republican presidential nomination cowboy movies,” he urged his backers.
advantage of 7-1.
Romney triumphed in Illinois after benTuesday night, routing Rick Santorum in the
In the long and grinding campaign, SanIllinois primary for his third big-state win in a efitting from a crushing, 7-1 advantage in the torum looked to rebound in next Saturday’s
row and padding his already-formidable lead television advertising wars, and as his chief primary in Louisiana, particularly given
rival struggled to overcome self-imposed Romney’s demonstrated difficulties winning
in the race for convention delegates.
“What a night,” Romney exulted to cheer- political wounds in the marathon race to pick in contests across the Deep South.
ing supporters in suburban Chicago. Looking an opponent to Obama.
A 10-day break follows before WashMost recently, Santorum backpedaled after ington, D.C., Maryland and Wisconsin hold
beyond his GOP rivals, he said he had a simple
message for President Barack Obama, the saying on Monday that the economy wasn’t primaries on April 3.
man Republicans hope to defeat next fall: the main issue of the campaign. “Occasionally
Santorum is not on the ballot in the nayou say some things where you wish you had tion’s capital.
“Enough. We’ve had enough.”
Returns from 75 percent of Illinois’ pre- a do-over,” he said later.
Private polling shows Romney with an
Over the weekend, he was humbled in advantage in Maryland, and Restore Our
cincts showed Romney gaining 47 percent of
the vote compared to 35 percent for Santorum, the Puerto Rico primary after saying that to Future launched a television ad campaign
9 percent for Ron Paul and 8 percent for a qualify for statehood the island common- in the state during the day at a cost of more
wealth should adopt English as an official than $450,000.
fading Newt Gingrich.
That was a far more substantial show- language.
Wisconsin shapes up as the next big test
Initial results showed Romney’s victory between Romney and Santorum, an industrial
ing for Romney than the grudging victories
he eked out in the previous few weeks in was worth at least 22 delegates in Illinois.
state next door to Illinois, but one where ReThat gave him 544 in the overall count publican politics have been roiled recently by
Michigan and Ohio, primaries that did as
much to raise questions about his ability to maintained by The Associated Press, out of a controversy involving a recall battle against
attract Republican support as to quell those 1,144 needed to win the nomination. San- the governor and some GOP state senators
torum has 253 delegates, Gingrich 135 and who supported legislation that was bitterly
questions.
Santorum, who hopes to rebound in next Paul 50.
opposed by labor unions.
Exit polls showed Romney preferred by
Saturday’s Louisiana primary, sounded like
Already, Restore Our future has put down
anything but a defeated contender as he spoke primary goers who said the economy was the more than $2 million in television advertising
to supporters in Gettysburg, Pa. He said he had top issue in the campaign, and overwhelm- across Wisconsin. Santorum has spent about
outpolled Romney in downstate Illinois and ingly favored by those who said an ability $50,000 to answer.
the areas “that conservatives and Republicans to defeat Obama was the quality they most
Neither Newt Gingrich nor Ron Paul cam-

The Carroll News

paigned extensively in Illinois.
“To defeat Barack Obama, Republicans
can’t nominate a candidate who relies on
outspending his opponents 7-1. Instead, we
need a nominee who offers powerful solutions that hold the president accountable for
his failures,” Gingrich said.
Gingrich said his campaign will spend the
time leading to the party convention “relentlessly taking the fight to President Obama.”
Illinois fell into Romney’s column far more
easily than Michigan or Ohio had.
The night’s vote count was plagued by ballot difficulties. Rupert Borgsmiller, executive
director, of the Illinois State Board of Elections, said in late afternoon that 25 counties
and the city of Aurora were affected by the
ballot problem. He didn’t know how many
ballots were affected but said “clearly you
can say more than hundreds.”
Romney and Santorum campaigned energetically across the state, and not always in
respectful tones.
Santorum had a tart reply. “If Mitt Romney’s an economic heavyweight, we’re in
trouble.”
Anticipating a primary defeat, Santorum’s
campaign argued that the race for delegates is
closer than it appears.
As Illinois Republicans voted on Tuesday,
Romney raised more than $1.3 million at a
luncheon in Chicago.

“Word for Word”
“Saddle up, like [Ronald] Reagan
did in the cowboy movies!”

– Presidential hopeful and former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney to his
supporters after winning the Illinois
primary on Tuesday night.
(The Associated Press)

“Callista Gingrich, Karen Santorum,
Ann Romney. Now do you really
think our country is ready
for a white first lady?”
– Actor Robert De Niro while introducing First Lady Michelle Obama at a
fundraiser in New York City. De Niro
was met with criticism from both the
Gingrich and Obama election camps for
the comment.
(The Washington Post)
– Compiled by Michael Reiser

Russian admittance to WTO relies on repeal of debated trade restrictions
Josuha Brossmann
Staff Reporter

The Cold War may have ended over 20
years ago, but some U.S. trade restrictions on
Russia still remain on the books.
The Jackson-Vanik amendment precludes
the United States establishing normal trade
relations with a country that is ruled by a
communist government. It was also placed
on Russia because they restricted emigration
of their citizens and having a poor human
rights track record.
Russia has been subject to those restrictions since the bill passed in 1974. But
over recent years, it has almost never been
enforced.
“Every president, regardless of political
party, has waived Jackson-Vanik’s requirements for Russia for the past 20 years,” said
Max Baucus (D-Mont.), chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee.
Russia is expected to become a full World
Trade Organization (WTO) member this
year. But in order for U.S. businesses to take
advantage of Russia’s WTO status this act
must be repealed.

If the amendment is not waived and Russia becomes a member of the WTO the U.S.
would technically be violating the WTO laws
by sanctioning trade with Russia. Since all
WTO members must grant each other normal
trade relations. This would result in tariffs on
American companies.
A group of
173 U.S. companies sent a letter
to Congress to
repeal JacksonVanik.
“This legislation is crucial in
order for U.S.
manufacturers,
service providers, agricultural producers and their employees to take advantage of the many market
opening and transparency commitments that
form Russia’s accession package to WTO,”
according to the letter.
President Obama has been supporting the
repeal of the amendment.
It is an economic policy that seems to favor

the United States. But not all are convinced
it is worth it.
“While emigration may no longer be the issue, Russia’s blatant disregard for human rights
and the rule of law is every bit as relevant today as it was decades ago,” said Sen. Jon Kyl
(R -A riz. ).
“Human
rights cannot
be divorced
from the discussion of
our economic
relationship
with Russia,
particularly
– Sen. Dick Durbin since some
D-Illinois of the most
egregious
cases of abuse involve citizens exercising
their economic and commercial rights.”
In addition to those concerns, Russia’s
recent election has also been criticized for corruption. Vladimir Putin controversially won
his second term as president by a landslide.
Human Rights Watch further criticized
Russia for detaining over 130 peaceful pro-

“If [Russia is] going to
subsidize the killing of
innocent people we can no
longer afford to do business
with [them].”

testers. Russia is also frequently criticized for
its support to other countries that facilitate
human rights abuses. For example, Russia currently sells weapons to Bashar Assad’s regime
in Syria. The death toll continues to grow to
over 8,000. Some have claimed that Russia’s
antics warrant stopping trade all together.
“If you are going to subsidize the killing
of innocent people we can no longer afford to
do business with you,” said Sen. Dick Durbin
(D-Ill.). “I hope the Russians will understand,
once and for all, that they can’t play both
sides of the street, and we in the United States
should draw the line.”
Economically, the bill appears to favor
the United States, which is good for Obama
during an election year.
The bill also seems to present the image
of an American anti-Russian sentiment, which
could further hinder relations.
Russia also does not have any major incentives to comply with U.S. human rights concerns since the U.S. is the primary beneficiary
of the repeal.
Whether or not the U.S. decides that the
economic incentives outweigh Russia’s human rights violations remain to be seen.
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Jewish school in France attacked by gunman,
leaving four dead, one seriously injured

French authorities were searching on Monday for a man suspected in a string of
methodical killings in an area in southwestern France, after an attack outside a
Jewish school on Monday morning that killed four people, including three young
children. It was the third murderous attack on unarmed people in the region in
little over a week. The police said the modus operandi was the same — a man
on a powerful motorbike, also the same in each instance, who shot and then fled.
The local prosecutor, Michel Valet, said that an instructor, his two children and
another child, the daughter of the school’s director, were killed in the attack and
that a 17-year-old boy was seriously wounded. The killer “shot at everything he
could see, children and adults,” Valet said. (The New York Times)
AP

Human Rights Watch, United Nations express
concern for “intolerable situation” in Syria
Armed rebels fighting the regime of Syria’s Bashar Assad have committed “serious human rights abuses,” an influential human rights watchdog said Tuesday. In
an open letter to leaders of the opposition, Human Rights Watch cites “increasing
evidence” of kidnappings, torture and executions and calls on those forces “to
refrain from engaging in these unlawful practices.” The report emerged as the
death toll continued to mount in Syria. More than 40 deaths recorded by activists
Tuesday. “We have no time to waste, no time to lose,” U.N. Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon said Tuesday. “The situation has reached unacceptable, intolerable
situation now... I sincerely hope that the international community will continually
speak in one voice and particularly the Security Council, I hope, will be able to
be united so they can speak in one voice.” (CNN)

AP

Ryan, Republicans lay out budget plan
designed to balance the budget by 2040

AP

House Republicans laid down a bold but risky election-year marker
Tuesday, unveiling a budget proposal that aims to tame the national
debt by reshaping Medicare and cutting deeply into Medicaid, food
stamps and other programs for the poor, while reshuffling the tax code
to sharply lower rates. The document pairs deep spending cuts with a
reduction in the top tax rate paid by the wealthy. The proposal, authored
by Budget Chairman Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.), calls for spending cuts
and tax changes that would put the nation on course to wipe out deficits
and balance the budget by 2040. The national debt would continue to rise
but would shrink to the historic norm as a percentage of an expanding
economy, according to the plan. (The Washington Post)

Karzai calls attack that killed 16 ‘act of terror’
Shannon Parker
Staff Reporter

Sixteen Afghan civilians were allegedly
killed last week by United States Staff Sgt.
Robert Bales.
Although some witness accounts say there
were multiple U.S. soldiers involved, NATO
maintains that this was the act of one rogue
soldier.
Witnesses told The Associated Press that
they awoke to the sound of gunfire in their
neighborhood.
Haji Samad, who lives in Panjwai where
the attacks took place, told Reuters that all
11 of his relatives, including children and
grandchildren, were killed.
“They [Americans] poured chemicals over
their dead bodies and burned them,” Samad
said at the scene.
The attacks have drawn outrage from
many of the leaders of both Afghanistan, and
the United States. Bales allegedly snuck off
base in southern Afghanistan and travelled
on foot to Panjwai, where he went from
house to house killing the residents, which
included nine children, and then setting their
bodies on fire.
Acting U.S. Ambassador James Cunningham issued a video statement saying that the
United States deplores the acts, and that anyone involved will be “brought to justice.”
Afghan President Hamid Karzai issued a
statement saying, “The murdering of innocent
people intentionally by an American soldier is
an act of terror that is unforgivable.”
On CNN’s “State of the Union,” Eklil Hakimi, Afghanistan’s ambassador to the United
States, said, “We do trust the United States
and we do know how important this relationship is, and we are working as a partner to
resolve all the issues as a partner.”
The same day however, a Washington
Times reporter stated that the president took
a very tough stance against the United States’
lack of action on the issue thus far, claiming

AP

Afghan men stand next to blood stains and charred remains inside a home where
witnesses say civilians were killed by a U.S. soldier in Panjwai, Kandahar province
south of Kabul, Afghanistan, on Sunday.
that the Obama administration is not doing
enough to achieve justice for the families of
the Afghan families.
Karzai said, “This behavior cannot be
tolerated. It is past, past, past the time.”
Bales, who is currently being held in
isolation at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., was on
his fourth deployment, the first three having
been served in Iraq, where it is reported that
he saw large amounts of heavy combat, and
sustained multiple injuries, including a head
wound, and losing part of his foot.
Bales complained to his wife about having
been recently passed over for promotion, having his house recently put up for short sale,
and seeing friends badly injured in combat.
Bales also reportedly owed $1.5 million,

over a securities fraud charge from 2003.
John Henry Browne, Bales’ attorney,
met with him for three hours Monday afternoon.
Bales, who as of Tuesday had yet to be
charged, claims to remember very little of
what happened before and after the killings,
and nothing during the time that they were
supposed to have occurred, according to
Browne.
Browne, a civilian criminal defense attorney, is most well-known for having defended
the infamous serial killer Ted Bundy, and is
joined by Maj. Thomas Hurley, a defense
attorney for the military.
The official charges and location for a trial
are expected to be forthcoming.

Firing Lane

Sam Lane

Asst. World News Editor

Convention fun

For all political watchers out there, I am
sure post-Super Tuesday has left us all bewildered and discombobulated. A primary win
for Rick Santorum, victory for Mitt Romney,
with Newt Gingrich and Ron Paul still coming up empty.
Still, the Republican nomination is undecided. There is a chance to defeat an incumbent president and the opposition still cannot
choose whom to get behind. This is the worst
thing that can happen in politics, right? Depending on how you look at it however, maybe
there is an upside.
In recent years, politics has seemed to
lose some of its flair and excitement. Sure,
we have politicians who behave in bizarre
mannerisms and voice absurd rhetoric unseen
before, but that is not what draws me. Where
is the competitiveness, the months of long
anticipation?
Presidential nominations always seem to
get wrapped up so quickly nowadays.
United States election history reveals
facts about famous conventions that could
not pick a winner. When a decision was not
reached, they chose dark horse candidates.
These were relative unknowns, some of whom
would eventually win and become famous
presidents.
Now, I seriously doubt that this will reoccur, but there are lighter examples to take
from. Trying to gain an understanding of
events such as these, I turned to my father.
He recounted his only memory, when he
was 12 years old watching the 1976 Republican Convention with my grandfather. Their
support was split, my grandfather bolting for
Ronald Reagan, my dad remaining loyal to
President Gerald Ford.
Although my dad’s choice won, he nevertheless concluded that it would have been just
as thrilling had the outcome been different.
Taking away my personal partisan feelings or
candidate preference, I must say that I could
feel this same way today. The closest I could
remember was the Barack Obama-Hillary
Clinton contest, but even that drama never
fully bloomed.
As I said earlier, there are a couple ways
of looking at this.
One way is that a potential open convention would be fascinating for my generation of
political junkies. On the other hand, this does
have the potential to perhaps reinvigorate the
Republican Party and its image for voters by
November.
Another example is from 2008, when
the Democrats fought until June to finally
decide on a nominee. This left time for the
Americans to already learn of the Republican
nominee and grow tired. Meanwhile, when
the Democrats did finally decide on Obama
as the nominee, it brought a fresh face to the
election. By the time November came along,
the American people still had not had enough
of Obama.
History has a chance to repeat itself again
in this election year, only this time it could be
for the other side. That being said, as it may
not be good for the Republicans at the same
time, it is a pendulum that tilts two different
ways.
But regardless of what this could potentially do for the outcome in November, I cannot deny that this could be what makes politics
fascinating, right into the 21st century.
Contact Sam Lane
at slane14@jcu.edu
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Mets settle case in Madoff scheme

Andrew Martin
Staff Reporter

According to The Wall Street Journal, the
New York Mets ownership, as well as their
business associates, struck a settlement with
the court-appointed trustee to Bernard Madoff’s firm, Irving Picard, last Monday.
The $162 million settlement also included
that Picard formally declare that the Mets
were not “willfully blind” to the Madoff
fraud. The New York Mets as an organization
are currently in a tough economic state, and
this lawsuit is pushing them further into the
fiscal abyss.
Fred Wilpon and Saul Katz, owners of the
Mets, asserted their innocence and status as
victims of Madoff’s ponzi scheme fraud made
so publicly infamous in 2009 when he pled
guilty to 11 federal felonies.
In response to the financial mess that
Madoff put many investors through, LeRoy
Brooks, professor of finance at John Carroll
University said that it was, “Outright fraud.
No question that the whole thing was just
made up and he drew a lot of very notable
people in. The old story is if you’re told you’re
going to get large returns with low risk, don’t

believe it.”
Holding a well-diversified
portfolio, and not putting all your
eggs in one basket, can help to
reduce the risk involved with bad
investments.
Wilpon and Katz claimed in
court proceedings that they were
not approached with any concrete
evidence that Madoff was running
a fraudulent system.
Picard claimed the organization did not respond to “red flags”
brought to their attention. Noreen
From WSJ.com
Harrington, the chief investment Mock baseball card of Irving Picard, trustee for Madoff’s
officer for a hedge fund owned firm, showcases victory in settlements.
by the group, claimed she told
Their specific claims to recovery are at
Katz that Madoff may have been trading il$178
million, but what they end up with will
legitimately or reporting fabricated earnings
be
seen
in time. Picard is trying to collect
back in 2003.
the
funds
from Madoff’s investors that were
Although, the settlement reached may end
up being much less than the agreed-upon $162 obtained through deceit.
Throughout the Madoff aftermath, he has
million in three years when payment must
begin. The recoveries owed to the owners of filed over 1,000 lawsuits. Ultimately, $11
the team along with their business partners, billion was recovered out of approximately
can be used as part of the amount due in the $17.3 billion lost due to the fraud that Bernard Madoff took part in.
settlement.

Apple to distribute first dividend since 1995
Patrick Tarkey
Staff Reporter

New Apple CEO Tim Cook is starting to
prove that he is not exactly like his predecessor ,Steve Jobs. On Monday, Apple announced that the company would be returning
dividends to shareholders for the first time
since 1995.
During Jobs’ reign as CEO of Apple, he
believed that the cash used to supply dividends
could be better used elsewhere. He thought
that Apple’s cash asset of $97.6 billion should
be used to invest in areas such as Apple’s supply chain, retail stores, research and the rare
acquisition of another company.
On Monday when the dividend was announced, the report states that the return
would be based on 1.8 percent yield of Apple’s
closing stock price that day. This lined up with
Standard and Poor’s analysis of the company
and in comparison to the other technology
companies, Apple’s yield would fall right
around the middle.
According to The Wall Street Journal the
dividend and buyback programs being set in
place by Apple will cost the company $45

From AP

New cash flow from the newest iPad allows
Tim Cook to start thinking dividends.

billion in the first three years if implemented.
Current CEO Tim Cook believes that this
should not phase the company in any negative
way. Cook said, “Even with these investments,
we can maintain a war chest for strategic
opportunities and have plenty of cash to run
out business.
Cook’s statement is backed by the continuous rapid growth Apple has experienced
in the last few years. The company more
than doubled its profits in the last year and
increased revenue by 73 percent, largely based
on the sale of its wildly popular products, the
iPhone and the iPad. Some investors are skeptical of Apple’s growth. In interviews, many of
these investors have called into question how
long the company’s continued success could
last, especially once they reached the limits

of some of the fastest growing markets, such
as smartphones.
And while some people are skeptical of
the growth, Cook said, “We don’t see ceilings
to our opportunities.” As CEO, his optimistic
attitude has obviously led to success. According to The WSJ, Apple’s share price reached a
new milestone, finishing the trading day above
$600 for the first time in the company’s history. The shares rose 2.7 percent to $601.10 on
Monday, pushing Apple’s market compensation to an all-time high of $560.45 billion.
Richard Lane, senior vice president at
Moody’s Investments Service believes that
the dividend should have almost no negative
effects on the company in the years to come.
According to Lane, the $10 billion cost of
Apple’s dividend is the first year amounts
to about 18 percent of its discretionary cash
flow over that time, which is relatively low
compared to the 20-25 percent, range other
tech companies in Apple’s field pay.
As Apple progresses without their iconic
CEO, Jobs, changes are going to have to be
made. But, in the hands of new CEO, Cook,
it seems that the company doesn’t have much
to worry about.

Auditors may be facing possible changes
Anthony Ahlegian
The Carroll News

With the confidence of the investing public
on the rise, represented by the recent continuous rising of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, protective actions have been sought out
by regulators to prevent investors from being
misled by incorrect financial statements. One
method that is currently being sought out by
the U.S. Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, a non-profit group created by
Congress in the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002
to oversee the audits of public companies, is
to require companies to periodically switch
auditors every six to 12 years.
The Wall Street Journal reports that over
the past year, regulators around the world have
been trying to change the common practice
taken by public companies of maintaining
the same auditor for decades at a time. Going
forward, a comparison of the viewpoints on
the method of periodic auditor rotations, and
implication of what effects this method may
have on the quality of public company audits
if it is implemented will be analyzed.
The Big Four auditing firms, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Ernst & Young LLP,
Deloitte & Touche LLP, and KPMG LLP,
who handle at least 70 percent of the audit
work in industries such as banking and utili-

ties according to The WSJ, have noted that
the costs of rotation to companies of auditors
could exceed its benefits.
Furthermore, Gary Kabureck, chief accounting officer of Xerox Corp., noted that
the need to rotate would “create incredible
business disruption” due to the fact that companies may “have issues with all three other
Big Four firms.”
Regulators, industry advocates, and investors who are in support of periodic auditor
rotations view the method as a great way to
improve auditor skepticism regarding a company’s financial data, and as a catalyst for an
improvement in competition among public
auditing firms.
According to The WSJ, PCAOB Chairman
James Doty suggests that cozy relationships
between companies and their longtime auditors may have “contributed to the financial
crisis.” Public companies will often keep these
cozy relationships because their selected auditors specialize in their industry, a huge selling
point for audit firms.
J. Michael Cook, the retired chief executive of Deloitte & Touche, said, “When you
are in a specialized industry, if you want
to pick somebody who has deep expertise,
you have a choice of just one firm, maybe
two.” This is supported by many companies
responses to the news of possible auditor

rotations with comment letters saying they
would have trouble finding a new independent auditor.
The WSJ reports that due to concerns of
audit risks and litigation, auditors and auditing
committees are not eager to “jump into new
industries” that they are not familiar with.
In conclusion, periodic auditor rotations,
if implemented, could result in less than
quality audits and a disruption of comfortable business practices processes for public
companies. This stretch for more integral
public company audits may put many U.S.
industries that have few options for auditing
firms in a tough spot.

From WSJ.com

Of the many doors auditors must get through,
most may see the door to a new company.

Patrick Perkins

Business & Finance Editor

Recent sell off in treasury market stirs
excitement on Wall Street

Greetings from The Carroll News! Today
we will dive into the market of Treasury
bonds. I have decided to write on this topic
because there have been some recent changes
that have stirred up some excitement on Wall
Street.
Last week, the United States Treasury
Department sold off a large amount of Treasury bonds. The remainder of the column
will hopefully explain why this has caused
an excitement.
However, this week I have decided to do
things a bit differently. I am going to conduct
a question-and-answer session with myself.
Q: What is the relation between the U.S.
Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve
Bank?
A: The U.S. Treasury Department is in
charge of managing government revenues
and collecting taxes. One main role of the
Treasury is to protect the nation from an
economic melt down.
The Federal Reserve Bank is known as the
central bank of the United States. The Fed has
an obligatory duty to keep the money within
the economy valuable. They do this through
monetary policy. The Fed and the Treasury
work together to ensure a stable economy.
Q: How has the sell-off affected the Federal Reserve?
A: Every time the U.S. Treasury makes
a move like this, the Fed must reevaluate
the next move. Currently, Ben Bernanke has
promised to stick with his current stimulus,
Operation Twist, in order to keep the treasury
yields relatively low until 2014. This stimulus
involves the Fed continuing to buy into the
treasury market consistently.
Q: The Wall Street Journal alludes to the
fact that the investor’s within the treasury
bond market have been bullish since the
1980s. However, a recent sell off of bonds
by the Treasury may cause the bond market
to slow down considerably. What is the difference between bullish and bearish markets and
why would a sell off of bonds cause investors
to become bearish?
A: The difference between a bullish and
bearish market is simple. If a market is bullish, this means there is a high volume of activity in terms of trading. If the market is bearish,
there is little to no activity in terms of trading.
There are several reasons why this large sell
off may cause the market to become bearish
after such a long period of bullishness.
When an investor looks into buying treasury bonds, which treasuries usually provide
the safest but lowest returns, they often
analyze the treasury yields. The higher the
yield, the better the returns are. The lower the
yields, the lower the returns are. The larger the
amount of treasury securities there are, the less
they cost and the lower the yield.
The smaller the amount of treasury securities there are, which is the scenario this
article is pertaining to, the higher the cost and
higher the yield. In this scenario, people are
less likely to trade, thus they become bearish. Some economists have speculated that
this is for the long term. However, I believe
it is far too early to make a heavy statement
like that.
Q: Where can we look to stay current with
the future of the Treasury bond market?
A: There will be six officials scheduled to
speak this week. Investors will undoubtably
listen close to predict whether the Fed will
be tightening up monetary policy. Everyone
wants to know if Bernanke will stay true to
Operation Twist.
Contact Patrick Perkins at
pperkins12@jcu.edu
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Time to celebrate, 2012 graduates!
Some say 2012 is the end: the end of the world or the end of senior year.
Well at the Grad Finale, 2012 really does end here.

John Carroll University will host
The Grad Finale April 2-3
10am – 7pm
Murphy Room and LSC Conference Room.
This is a chance for seniors and graduate students to get all the
necessities needed for graduation, meet with departments and
enjoy time with friends while recapping old memories!

Check The Carroll
News out online!

Follow @TheCarrollNews
on Twitter

Representatives from the following will be available to answer your questions:
College of Arts and Sciences Assistant Dean’s Office
Boler School of Business Assistant Dean’s Office
Graduate Studies
Beaudry Award Voting
Center for Career Services
Alumni Relations
Bursar/Cashier
Financial Aid
Residence Life
Student Activities — Senior Week Tickets
Jostens — cap and gown distribution
Balfour — rings and announcements

Like “The Carroll News”
on Facebook
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Spring is here!
Word bank

APRIL
BLOOM
BLUE SKIES
CARNATIONS
DAISIES
EASTER
FLOWERS
MARCH
MAY
RAIN
SPRING SHOWERS
SUNSHINE
TULIPS
VERNAL EQUINOX
WARMTH

Boggle board of the week
Try to find as many three or more letter words as possible. The words must only use a single letter on the
Boggle board once and all letters in the word must be connected horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

O M E R
B T E O
A S C P
S T I N

#Randomfacts
According to myth, on the spring
equinox the length of day is exactly equal to the length of night.
The truth is the length of day is
equal is to the length of night before the spring equinox and after
the autumnal equinox.
People really can experience
spring fever ... When a sudden
warm spell follows a long cold period there’s an expansion of the
blood vessels so blood can be carried to the body surface where
heat is lost quickly.
Spring allergies affect 30-60 million people in the U.S. alone. The
most common causes of this suffering are pollen and mold.
Expect to see lots of Honeybees,
monarch butterflies, ladybugs,
and earthworms. They are the
insects most commonly associated with spring.
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Easy

Sudoku
Tough

Super tough

Congrats to Paul Caruso, last weeks winner! The first reader to send in
the correct answers to this week’s puzzle gets free hugs from the cn staff
and their picture in the CN next week!

CRYPTOGRAMS

Each letter represents another letter.
Use the single clue to decipher the code
and figure out the famous movie quote!

U TUCM YDM MUXN
MD RINNJ

XF KBT QXDU NW
KBT INOSG

clue: N=E

clue: K=T

It’s Springtime!

It’s officially Springtime! Shower yourself with these fun activities!
-Play ultimate frisbee in the quad.
-Go for a jog.
-Tan in front of your dorm.
-Pick flowers.
-Skip.
-Spend all day in the library doing homework,
wishing you could go outside.

You know you should join

CARROLL NEWS
THE

When you like writing ...
Being around great people ...
And seeing your name in print.
Sound like you?
E-mail us at jcunews@gmail.com!
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Murphy mayhem
During the 2011-12 academic year, vandalism in
Murphy Hall has amounted to $12,201 in damage.
The incidents have been continuous throughout
the year. Because of the prevalence and the severity
of the damage, measures must be taken immediately
to pinpoint offenders.
As a residence hall, Murphy should be a place
where students should feel comfortable and safe and
are free of inconvenience. With all of the major damage done in the past year, the expected atmosphere
of the dorm has been compromised.
Students should be firmly held accountable for
these acts of vandalism. Those who have any information about the damage should come forward
to prevent the punishment of students who have no
connection to the vandalism.
If perpetrators are not identified soon, fines
should be issued to the entire residence hall; damage on one floor cannot definitively be isolated to
the residents of that floor.
To identify future offenders, Residence Life
should strongly consider the placement of security
cameras in hallways and common areas. However,
the vandalism in Murphy has gone on for too many
years. Strong measures must be taken to prevent
damage. Security cameras would enable Residence
Life authorities to identify the vandals and punish
them.
Murphy Hall has, for many years, been a cesspool of disrespect and rambunctiousness. It is
about time that Murphy shed its reputation as “The
Dirty Murph.” If appropriate measures are taken by
Residence Life to prevent future misdeeds, it will
save both the University and residents money and
inconvenience.

HIT & miss
Hit: WJCU’s Radiothon 2012 has raised over $40,000 from 800 donors with another $4,000 in pledges outstanding miss: The Disney film
“John Carter” was a major flop and will cost the company $200 million
Hit: The Cleveland International Film Festival begins miss: Jason Russell, of Kony 2012 fame, ran around in his underwear Hit/miss: George
Clooney and his father were arrested while rioting for aid to go to Sudan in front of the Sudanese Embassy Hit: The Vatican reversed a decision by Cleveland Bishop Richard Lennon to close down local churches miss: Easter Break is still two weeks away Hit: Nice weather miss:
It will probably be short-lived Hit: Manohar Aich, the 1952 Mr. Universe,
turned 100 years old miss: State Representative Ritch Workman of
Florida wants to repeal the law that makes the sport of dwarf tossing illegal Hit/miss: Hines Ward retired from the Pittsburgh Steelers

email your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com

“

“

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

Cartoon by Emily Day

Career Corner

“It’s about to start raining, and once it
starts raining there, thousands of people are
going to die.”

Tip of the Week
“Always send a cover letter with your resume to every
potential employer, even if the cover letter is not requested, it’s always preferred.”

- George Clooney on the blockage of aid to Sudan via the
Nile River
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OURVIEW

Michael Reiser
World News Editor

Buffalo, N.Y. has a large St.
Patrick’s Day celebration just like
many of its Rust Belt companions
and other cities across the world.
The parade is always the Sunday
closest to the actual March 17
holiday.
This year, my cousin Erin, a
med school student at the University of Cincinnati, came home to
march with her old Irish dancing
team in the parade. Nick, her boyfriend of four years, couldn’t make
it though because he had to work,
so he stayed home in Cincinnati.
Secretly, Nick was not at home,
but was standing in the same sea of
green in which Erin was marching.
As Erin walked by, Nick ran out
and stopped the parade, got down
on one knee, and asked Erin to
marry him.
Thankfully she said yes, because, first, he’s a really nice guy
and us cousins have been waiting
for him to make this move for a
while now, and secondly, because
no one likes to see someone denied
on such a large stage. We’ve all
seen the “not-top-10s” on Sports-

Just do it
Center featuring the ultimate
denial.
Fast-forward to the next morning, I was waiting in line for my
turn to interview for a potential
position about a mile up the street
from where Nick proposed. As I
was waiting, I was doing a crossword puzzle.
I was stuck on the top right
box, specifically 9-down which
held the first letter of the four
“across” words. I was pretty sure
the word was SHIELDS, but I
didn’t want to mess up in fear of
being wrong.
While contemplating what
to do with the puzzle, I remembered where I was: in line to be
interviewed at my former high
school.
I was instantly reminded that I
am being thrown into a new part of
my life in just a few months, and,
like many other graduating seniors
before me, had a minor panic attack about where I am going.
I’m seriously considering
teaching English next year in
South Korea, and I’m not entirely
sure if I want to do that yet. But
I’m not entirely sure if I even want
what I interviewed for.
So, perfectly timed, I had this
panic attack in the back of my
mind as I was being asked what
makes me a good candidate for
the program I’m pursuing.

Surprisingly, I did, or, at least I
think I did, pretty well. I came out
of the interview feeling confident
and I filled out 9-down which was
causing all this angst within me as
SHIELDS.
I did it; I just jumped in taking
that risk. I thought it fit.
But, I was wrong. It was actually SHELTER. Even though I did
it in pen, and I couldn’t erase what
I did, I could still spell out the correct answer next to my scribbled
out letters of the wrong guess.
Now, I know that Nick’s risk
was much larger than mine was,
all I have to miss out on is a one
year experience wherever I end
up.
But what Nick did was put
SHIELDS in for 9-down, not
necessarily knowing if it was going to turn out alright. Luckily,
Nick was right, but being right is
besides the point.
You are always going to fill out
9-down if you’re going to want
to be successful in life, whether
you’re initially right or wrong
doesn’t matter. To complete the
puzzle you’re going to have to fill
it out eventually. As the greatest
corporate slogan of all time says,
“Just do it.”

Contact Michael Reiser at
mreiser12@jcu.edu

Wonderword:
What does mawashi mean?

“A hand-held scrubber for
the shower.”
James Cushman,
freshman

The Carroll News
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“A glorious African
vegetable.”
Holland Neifer,
junior

“A synonym for mystery
meat.”
Steve Dezort,
senior

mawashi: a type of loincloth worn by a sumo wrestler

Cooney Meets World:

Cooney’s take
on Kony

Dan Cooney

Managing Editor

One night over Spring Break, my
Twitter feed started blowing up with
something called #KONY2012. I was
a little sleepy at the time, so I originally
read the hashtag incorrectly.
“Wait, why do all these people want
to stop me?” I asked myself. “What
did I do to upset them all? I don’t even
know all these people tweeting about
stopping me!”
Then I realized that the name was
spelled with a K, not a C. If people were
really trying to stop whatever I was
doing, they could also at least include
another O and an E in the name.
Nevertheless, my curiosity led me
to a YouTube video by a group called
Invisible Children, whose goal is to
raise awareness about Ugandan warlord
Joseph Kony. For those of you that don’t
know, Kony’s guerilla forces known
as the Lord’s Resistance Army have
been wreaking havoc on Uganda and
its neighbors for over 20 years. Among
the crimes committed by the LRA and
Kony: the massacre of thousands during
brutal campaigns, and the kidnapping of
children – who are turned into either sex
slaves or child soldiers.
Disgusting, horrific, sickening,
troubling, disturbing … pick any of
those words because they all are fitting
to describe what Kony and the LRA are
reportedly doing.
The only problem is that no one
knew who Kony was before the video
was posted. In one portion, Jason Russell (the filmmaker) explains to his
young son, “He’s not famous. He’s
invisible.”
I only slightly knew about Kony
before this. In doing research for a high
school speech and debate topic on the
International Criminal Court, Kony’s
name popped up a few times because he
is one of their prime targets for prosecution. The ICC, which is featured in Russell’s YouTube video, is an independent
international court that seeks to bring
those that commit genocide, crimes
against humanity, crimes of aggression

and war crimes to justice.
The ICC has good intentions. They
want to prosecute Kony for “crimes
against humanity and war crimes committed against the civilian population
including murder, sexual slavery, rapes
[and] abductions,” said the court’s head
prosecutor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo.
But the court must rely on national
militaries to apprehend their targets, so
justice for the victims is not immediate.
Meanwhile, Kony and the LRA are still
active and causing problems.
The video that Russell and Invisible
Children put together is brilliant. Watching it lights a fire under you to go out
and do something to make sure Kony
can’t hurt kids like Jacob (featured in
the video) anymore. Their marketing
strategy is working – the YouTube video
has over 83.7 million views, while I’ve
seen tweets and Facebook statuses galore about the group’s message.
But I want to take a more critical
look at all of this after a couple of
weeks since I first became aware of the
campaign.
Personally, I’m saving my money
and not sending for an action kit. Recent
speculation about Invisible Children’s
finances not only makes me weary, but
the only encounter I’ve had with this
group is through a computer screen. I
would rather use my power of the pen
to spread their message (as I’m doing
right now).
That being said, I think the actions of
Invisible Children are admirable. They
seem to have good intentions and want
to do the right thing – stop someone
who is committing severe human rights
abuses.
Why should you care about this issue? If we allow someone to strip others
of their dignity, what’s to say the same
can’t happen to us? We’re just creating a
longer slippery slope and allowing ignorance to reign. Read all of pastor Martin
Niemöller’s quote, “First they came for
…” to understand my argument.
Remember, we go to John Carroll
University, where we are encouraged
to “go forth and set the world on fire.”
Use your light to make Kony’s injustices visible.
Contact Dan Cooney at
dcooney13@jcu.edu

The Bayer Necessities: Women, Pt. 1

Brian Bayer
Campus Editor

As John Carroll’s foremost selfproclaimed sociologist, I would like
to take this opportunity to discuss a
theme that affects our entire population: women.
This is a very broad issue (pun intended), but I am only trying to provide
perspective as a 20-year-old male.
You see, to us men, women are a
beautiful but perplexing part of our
population.
As a communication major, I feel
that communication is at the heart of
everything. Therefore, I think this is a
great place to start.
Verbal communications are one
of our most common forms of communication. However, I have learned

that unfortunately, just because men
and women share a common language,
there is not necessarily a common
understanding of its meaning.
For example, if a guy, let’s call him
John, asks a young lady, who we will
call Carol, “Hey, wanna get lunch some
time?”, his motivation is food. What
he is really asking is, “Hey, wanna get
lunch some time?” What he is really
thinking is, “Hey, wanna get lunch
some time?”
However, when Carol hears this
proposition, she no doubt hears way
more than has actually been said. The
gent asks her, “Hey, wanna get lunch
some time?” She immediately extends
that to the ultimate conclusion. Let’s
call this the “kill switch extrapolation.”
In the moment between the question being asked and Carol giving her
response, her internal monologue runs
rampant: “Do I wanna get lunch some
time? Oh, no. He must be asking me out
on a date. I thought I already told him I

don’t like him. Doesn’t he understand?
Maybe I do like him. But I don’t want
to give him the wrong impression. I
wonder where we would go. Maybe
if it’s just coffee, it won’t matter. But
what if it does? What if he tries to kiss
me? What if I kiss him back? Oh, God.
What if we have sex? I can’t marry this
guy. I’m too young to have a family. I
better just say no.”
So in response to John, Carol simply says, “Sorry, I’m really busy.”
Naturally, John being the good
friend that he is, has no knowledge of
what just went through her mind and
falsely assumes that she is genuinely
too busy.
“OK, good luck getting everything
done,” he says. John then goes to lunch
as he had initially planned and enjoys
it just as much as he would have with
the company of Carol. His motivation
was food, not starting a family.
However, this showcases a common problem for inter-gender communication: honesty.

It would have been much easier for
both John and Carol if Carol had just
been straightforward from the start.
Let’s replay this conversation without Carol’s kill switch extrapolation.
John: “Hey, wanna get lunch some
time?”
Carol (who actually asks what’s
on her mind instead of wondering):
“Like a date?”
At this point, John can say one of
two things: Yes or No. Let’s see how
both play out.
Option A – John: “Yep. I think
you’re the bee’s knees, and I’d love
the opportunity to enjoy the best date
of your life with you as I gaze wistfully
into your deep ocean eyes.”
Carol (still being honest): “Gee,
John, I appreciate it, but I don’t think
that’s the best idea. Sorry.”
Of course, John will be disappointed, but life goes on and John and
Carol ultimately find other people to
fall in love with.
Or Option B could happen: John:

“A date?! No, of course not. I just want
to get lunch with a friend, and I thought
you might be interested.”
Carol: “Oh, OK. Yeah, let’s do it.”
They eat, drink and be merry, and
no one is left wondering what happened. This is because honesty is hands
down always the best approach.
Communication between guys and
gals doesn’t have to be a labyrinth of
kill switch extrapolations if both people
say what they actually feel.
It’s true, somebody may get hurt.
Somebody may be the one doing the
hurting. But at least the cards are on
the table for everyone to see.
There’s a lot more to be said about
the sociological dynamics of gender
and the wonder of womanhood; but
for now, I think if we can work on the
idea of honest communication, that’ll
be a good start.

Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu

Op/Ed
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The Op/Ed
Top Ten:

Undesirable people

1. Harry Potter
2. Voldemort
3. Joseph Kony (Uganda)
4. Count Olaf (“A Series of Unfortunate Events”)
5. Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (Iran)
6. Lady Macbeth (“Macbeth”)
7. Bellatrix Lestrange (“Harry Potter”)
8. Ke$ha
9. Uncle Scar (“The Lion King”)
10. Exes
– Compiled by Nick Wojtasik, Clara Richter and Dan Cooney

Nick’s Knack:

Nick Wojtasik

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

Late last May, I sat in a historic
theater hosting the high school graduation of the class of 2011. The class
president, who happened to be one
of my closest friends a few years my
junior, came up to speak and offered
to his classmates a reflection on the
typical topic of many graduation
speeches: changing the world. Unlike
many of those who stood at a podium
in similar circumstances, he called into
question the idealism of the youth, the
fuel of so many lofty post-high school
ambitions.
Why does this seem to diminish
as years pass? Is naivety to blame for
its existence or does culture unnecessarily and unfortunately demoralize
us to the point where we abandon our
dreams?
I remember my senior year of high
school as probably the greatest year
of my life so far. I was doing well
academically, I qualified for state’s
in cross country, my social life was
great and I was winning a lot at life. I
was ready to take college by storm. I
would easily take a spot on the honor
roll, graduate with a top-notch degree
and have the intellectual and professional power to change the world in
some way.
I’m sure many of us felt this way:
like we were on top of the world, invincible and capable of anything. For
some, it might also be the case that
these sentiments have changed since
our time in college began. The real
world closes in on us fast and hard. It
is merciless and has little tolerance for
idealism without action. The hopeful
goals of many are crushed by the pressure to produce from an idea, not just
come up with an intangible concept.
Today, the deeds and culture of
generations past are both revered and
ridiculed. In our parents’ and grandparents’ youth, racial segregation was
commonplace and socially acceptable.
Women were almost always limited to
becoming homemakers. Every generation has made mistakes.
In our rebellious adolescence and
early adulthood, we defy our parents.
As many people grow old, they get
senile and stubborn. Their closemindedness and lack of adaptation to
present conditions, trends and devices

Destined to
dwindle?

is frustrating to us. They seem stuck in
a past way of living. Perhaps they still
believe in what we view as problems
of their generation.
It’s easy to defiantly say with
certainty, “I will never become like
that! I’ll continue to examine cultural
changes and suitably adopt or reject
them.”
But, are we destined to become
just like our elders? Is it a natural human tendency to revert to the ideals to
which we grew up in accordance?
Proverbs 20:29 says, “The glory of
youths is their strength, but the beauty
of the aged is their gray hair.” As vital
youths perhaps we are naive. Our
strength makes us feel as if nothing
can stop us and anything is possible.
As we age and grow weaker but more
wise, we might come to peace with
our mortality. Adhering to ingrained
tendencies might be a subconscious
effort to hang on to our youth. Or,
possibly we lose the energy to make
efforts to constantly revise our ways
of life.
The lifestyles and philosophies of
some people and religions follow the
creed of going with the flow. While I
find this to be beneficial when unfavorable circumstances unexpectedly
arise, I can’t help but see a better way
of living that makes one less a subject
of the world. As William Ernest Henley worded it, “I am the master of my
fate: I am the captain of my soul.”
Those who remain physically
active throughout their life are able
to maintain their health, vitality and
strength for much longer than those
who do not. This seems obvious. Yet,
when it comes to our ideological condition, too easily do we seem to just
let things happen. If continuous efforts
are made to perpetuate our mental
and ideological adaptability, then we
might not dwindle to the intolerable
old people that scare children.
Likewise, the idealistic mindset
we have in our youth can be retained
if we not only have ideas but act on
them. When we get to the real world,
the relationship dynamic between us
and our ideas changes a lot. The elated
feeling we get when we have a brilliant idea will increase exponentially
when we see it come to fruition.
Do not allow your strength and
adaptability of body and mind to
diminish with age, but keep it alive
and live your idealistic dreams! If
you don’t, all you have to lose is
yourself.

Contact Nick Wojtasik at
nwojtasik13@jcu.edu
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Don’t put money where your mouth is

Emily Gaffney
Editor in Chief

It’s my favorite time of the year:
election season.
With Super Tuesday just behind
us and the general election in the nottoo-distant future, the election is in
full swing. I love elections. They’re
the fundamental way we, as citizens,
can participate in our political system.
Not all of us will make laws, lobby
for causes, or institute public policies.
However, we can all decide who will
do those things – through voting.
Elections give us our power, but
certainly aren’t perfect. Often it seems
we aren’t even choosing to elect
people we think will do the best job;
we elect someone from a pool – the
lesser of two evils, the person who
may not do a fantastic job but who will
do better than the other guy or gal.
And elections seem to becoming
less perfect. In the now infamous case
Citizens United v. Federal Election
Commission, which the Supreme
Court of the United States decided
two years ago, SCOTUS ruled corporations have the same First Amendment right to speech as any person
and the government doesn’t have a

compelling interest to restrict spending on political-related independent
expenditures.
From what I understand, this
means that while corporations can’t
directly contribute unlimited funds,
they can do so to groups not directly
affiliated with a candidate – and thus
we have exorbitant amounts of money
being spent on advertisements by
Super PACs.
I am a fierce supporter of the First
Amendment, especially one’s freedom
of speech. Before the government
can prosecute or stop a person from
speaking, I think there must be an
extreme chance that violence will
ensue or grave danger to someone’s
life because of the speech. And while
I don’t necessarily view corporations
as people, I think they should be able
to voice an opinion.
However, speech is an open opportunity to voice diverse opinions.
Allowing corporations to spend unlimited funds only further illuminates
the divide between haves and havenots. It gives extreme advantage to
corporations which can give unlimited
funds because they have unlimited
funds. Those who should have the
loudest voices in elections – the people
who will be represented by the elected
and whose lives will be affected by the
elected – are drowned out and swayed

by corporations. A single voice can be
louder than a chorus, especially if that
voice is backed by several million or
billion dollars.
Allowing this influx of money
by a few gives those few far greater
access to the political system. While
average citizens still have the ability
to elect leaders, they are bombarded
by an obnoxious onslaught of advertisements by these few which must
certainly have some influence on how
they vote – if not merely by imprinting
some negative or positive impression
of a candidate. This financial power
of the few almost seems to take some
power out of the action of voting, as
though we are herded towards the
conclusion to which the few want us
to come.
I don’t foresee SCOTUS reversing
this decision, certainly not any time
soon. However, my hope is that the
growth of social media, to which average citizens have the same access to as
the corporation, will restore that power
of the vote. Perhaps social media will
change elections as it has revolutions
and movements. Perhaps social media
will make speech more of the equal
opportunity it should be – and I think
is meant to be.

Contact Emily Gaffney at
egaffney12@jcu.edu

YOURVIEW
Get the facts

Br. Louis Carey, OSB ‘12
Br. Thomas Sanders, OSB ‘13
In the article, Paul Lauritzen
wants the “bishops to reduce the
intensity of their rhetoric and …
allow … insurance coverage of
contraception,” because he believes
that contraceptive use is “healthy
for women and children.” (He just
merely states this and doesn’t argue
for it.)
However, he is clearly wrong in
his views.
John Carroll University is an established Catholic institution. They
are absolutely right in not allowing
contraceptives in their health care
plans. Therefore those who signed
Paul Lauritzen’s letter demanding
access to contraceptives in their
health care plan have no business
complaining about Church teaching.
If you don’t like it, then leave.
Taking the birth control as an
example, the website www.ditchthepill.org lists 15 negative effects
of the birth control pill. Some of
them are breast cancer, heart disease, heart attacks and blood clots.

Two-way street
Bryan Fritz
Class of 1975

I am very disturbed by the faculty and staff letter regarding the
HHS contraceptive mandate. The
opening line that they are concerned
about religious liberty is disingenuous at best. They express concern
that the bishops have chosen a path
of continued confrontation. Is it

This website fully explains the
negative effects.
Obama’s “health care” initiative
also demands free access to abortifacients. An abortifacient destroys
the embryo after the moment of conception has occurred. The moment
of conception is when life begins,
when the egg is fertilized by the
sperm – nine months before actual
birth. If this embryo dies a human
life is lost. Therefore abortifacients
are clearly unhealthy for children in
that it kills them.
Contraception use has made the
following things necessary: Once
contraception was legalized, couples
began to split, especially through divorce. Divorce causes a great deal of
harm to the woman and her children
because now she must find work to
support herself and her children.
And the children are further hurt
as they only get to visit their father
one weekend a month, if they are
lucky their dad still loves them and
pays his government ordered child
support and the government allows
the father to visit.
Sexual activity increased which
brought with it an increase in “un-

wanted” pregnancies which resulted
in the legalization of abortion. An
estimate of the number of abortions
since 1973 is roughly 53-56 million
children. This is in the U.S. alone;
just think about how many abortions
have occurred throughout the whole
world. And you’re concerned about
the health of women and children?
High sexual activity also increased
the amount of sexually transmitted
diseases, the number of cancers
and violence toward women and
children increased as well.
Tell me, how is contraceptive
use healthy?
Before anyone goes around saying that contraceptive use is healthy
for women and children (this includes all the “health” organizations
listed in Lauritzen’s letter) please
take a look at the facts before you
jump to this conclusion. You are
seriously wrong and you should
get your information straight. The
good health of women and children
depends on people getting the facts
straight. Please think about what I
said – contraceptive use is unhealthy
and even deadly … both physically
and spiritually.

wrong to stand by the constitutionally guaranteed right to religious
freedom? Should there be compromise on religious beliefs? To frame
the argument in terms of health is
absurd. The Constitution does not
guarantee religious freedom with an
exception for a perceived benefit to
women’s health. Following the logic
of the letter writers, if HHS next
week decided that, under the guise
of women’s health, contraceptives

must be provided on the campus of
John Carroll University (even if at
no cost to JCU) they would see no
problem with an infringement on
religious liberty. Instead of being
upset with the stance of the bishops those letter writers should be
outraged that our government has
such little regard for the Catholic
Church, its institutions, and all
people of faith.

The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject letters if they are libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. All letters
received become the property of The Carroll News. Anonymous letters will
not be published. Letters to the editor must not exceed 500 words and must be
submitted to jcunews@gmail.com by 5 p.m. on Sunday.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
Brand new 3 bedroom 2 full bath w/
patio, rec room and 2 car garage. 2
Blocks to campus. Clean and affordable. Call or text 216-832-3269.
House for Rent. 3 Bedroom, 1 bath
downstairs unit of a duplex. New
kitchen, all new carpeting, new energy efficient windows. Washer and
drier in basement. Warrensville Center Road. Walk to school. JCU Students upstairs. Available June 1, 2012.
$975 per month. Reply to garconllc@
ymail.com
Offer through Brockway Properties
LLC: Jcu students is our business!
We have 4 &5 professionally managed houses available. Call us today!
330-388-7798

Very nice 2 family house on
Warrensville. Walking distance to
JCU. Both units available in June
Finished basement and much more.
Call Levy Markovich for more details
216-401-7755.

Modern Two Bedroom Unit in TwoFamily House for rent for next school
year (Available June 1st). Two blocks
from JCU on Warrensville Center Road.
Modern Amenities, Air Conditioning,
Free Washer/Dryer Use, Snowplowing included. Large Rooms- Plenty of
Storage. Professionally Managed!!!
Call 216-924-5739

House for Rent. University Hts. Just off
Warrensville Center RD. Walking distance to JCU. 4 bedroom, 2 full baths,
all appliances including washer/dryer,
lawn/sewer/snow removal included,
finished basement, fireplace, balcony,
front and back deck. 216-870-1886
3 Bedroom / 1.5 Bath 1st Floor Apt.
For Rent – Available 6/1/2012
Located On Warrensville But Driveway Is On Traymore. Snow Plowing,
Water, Landscaping Included. Minutes
Walk From Campus & Cedar Area
Shopping. $1,050/month. Call Mike/
Carly 216-618-0091

Modern Two-Family house for rent for
next school year (available June 1st) –
Two bedroom (Two people). Two blocks
from JCU. Modern amenities, air conditioning, free washer/drier use, snowplowing included. Large rooms – Plenty
of storage, professionally managed!!!
CALL 216-924-5739.

4 bedroom, 1.5 baths, 2-story brick
colonial home on quiet street
detached 2-car garage. Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Washer, Dryer
included. Hardwood floors in living
room, dining room, and bedrooms.
Large Kitchen. Full basement with
laundry. One month security deposit.
Utilities not included. Secure now for
June 1st for 12/13 School year $1200
/ 4br - Nice Home For Rent *Great for
Students. Call 216-347-0795

Help Wanted

Walk to Class from Nice 4 BR/1.5 Bath
home on Bromley Rd. with 2 Car GaImmediate Opening! Are you an enerrage, Washer/Dryer, appliances, A/C,
getic, self-motivated individual seeking
and partially finished basement. Availa fun and challenging opportunity workFor Rent $600/month 3bedroom, able June 1. 216-255-3071.
ing with children and teaching? If so,
1.5bathroom. Available May 1st. Clean. Charming 4 BR/1.5 Bath home with ofyou may be just the person I am look2 Car Garage; 13657 Cedar RD. Front fice on Barrington Rd with Front Porch,
ing for! Part-time job needed for every
porch and back deck. jw15@uakron. Fire Place, Walk-In Closets, Hardwood
other weekend, will be up to 15-hours
edu
Floors, Newer HVAC, Appliances, per weekend. Experience and references
FOR RENT: January though May Washer/Dryer. Lots of storage. Available a must. I strongly prefer someone look2012. Looking for female housemate. June 1 216-255-3071
ing to become a teacher who is studying
Five minute walk from JCU. Spacious
childhood education. The job will be loroom,. utilites included. Please contact First floor two bedroom unit for Rent: cated in Beachwood. I am, looking for
Across the street from the John Carroll enthusiastic individuals who love to teach
440-488-4023 for more information
annex on Green Road. Within walking children! Pay is $15.00/hour. Please reWarrensville Duplex; 6 bedrooms, findistance to shopping. All appliances, ply by email to steve@redwoodmanageished basemen with bar and bathroom.
including washer and dryer included. ment.net.
Walking distance to campus. Washers,
Spacious rooms, Large closets, and
Dryers, and Dishwashers for each unit.
garage parking. $375 Signing bonus. Looking for stockperson to work in
Water and Sewer paid for. Contact Jack.
Available June Rent $750/mnth. 440- Blum’s Party Goods store at Cedar and
Marinelli@gmail.com
Green. Must be organized, punctual,
542-0232.
Must be able to drive. Flexible hours.
Newly renovated 4-bedroom, 2.5
For
Rent:
Beautiful
5
Bedroom
Home.
Call 216-381-7273 if interested
bathroom house, Meadowbrook beWalk
to
JCU.
$1800.
216-965-9060.
hind Gesu. All appliances included.
Looking for child care in Shaker Heights
Ideal location for JCU students/facul- srsmallx@yahoo.com
from 4:00-6:00 PM Monday through
ty. Will be ready for Spring semester. Location – Location, Mayfield/ Green Thursday. If interested contact Lucy @
Call 216-551-0197
Rd area. 4 bedrooms, TV-Room off (216)561-6307
kitchen all large rooms & carpeted,
Modern two bedroom unit in twoappliances, washer & dryer. Off street The Mayfield Sandridge Club Grounds
family house for rent for next school
year (Available June 1st). Large rooms parking. Available May 15th. See to- Department is seeking dependable, hard
- Plenty of storage. Modern amenities, day, $1000 Per Month. Lease 440- working individuals who enjoy working
in an outdoor environment. Job duties
6552048
air conditioning, free washer/dryer
may include but are not limited to mowuse. Located on Warrensville - Two
House For Rent: Walking distance to ing greens, tees, fairways and rough. 40
blocks from JCU. Professionally Man- JCU. 2 Family house for rent. Rent a
hours a week and uniforms are provided.
aged!!! Owned by JCU alum. Call
floor or the entire house. Each unit is in Please apply in person at The Mayfield
216-292-3727
excellent condition, has 2 bedrooms, 1 Country Club Grounds Department,
bath, AC and separate washer dryer for 1545 Sheridan Road South Euclid. For
4 Bedroom 2 bath House, sun room,
AC, plenty of parking, newer applianc- each unit. Snow removal and lawn care directions call 216-658-0825 or 440es, washers and dryer included. DON’T included. Plenty of parking spaces. Call 226-9052.
Bryan 216-870-1886
WAIT, ACT FAST! Lease to begin in
June 2012. Call (216) 374-7164.
Rent 4-bedroom house in Lynd2-3 bedroom 1st floor unit in Cedar
Lee area. Hardwood floors throughout, Central Air, Kitchen Appliances,
large living areas, large front porch,
snow plow provided, Washer/Dryer all
included. $825/mnth. 440-542-0232

hurst, Ohio. On Richmond Road.
$1400/month plus all utilities.Call:
216.691.9529
4 Bedroom house with 2 baths. 5 minute
walk to J.C.U. Available for next school
year. Call Charles at 216-402-9653

Advertise with
The Carroll News
CarrollNewsAds@
gmail.com

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 20700 N.
Park Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnewsads@
gmail.com.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

